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Littlejohn o~ted as senate president
by Muhammad Karim
NEWS EDITOR
The Executive Committee of Student

Government voted at its Tuesday meeting to
remove sophomore William Littlejohn
from his position as president of the stu~ent

senate.
This action was based upon the senate
government constitution, which states the
attendence requirements of its executive

members.

"President Littlejohn missed three:
unexcused executive meetings," said Mark
Struthers, finance chairman of Student
Government. "Officers are only allowed to
miss two. This is the reason we voted to
remove him."
Jeff Anderson, vice president, tried to
excuse Littlejohn from Tuesday's meeting but
was overruled by the committee because it
found no grounds for Anderson's action,
Struthers said.
Anderson was unavailable for comment.

Struthers said he has not beeii happy with
the overall performance of Littlejohn as
president. He attributes many of the problems
facing Student Government to Littlejohn's
lack of leadership.
"I have served on Student Government for
three years and this is the worst I have ever
seen it," Struthers said.
Amy
Hanson,
campus
affairs
chairwoman, said she agrees with Struthers'
assessment of Littlejohn. She said he has not
taken the initiative to make Student

Government run smoothly.
"President Littlejohn has run meetings,
gone on a few trips and the like, so in that
sense, he has fulfilled his duties," Hanson
said. "He has not gone above and beyond the
call of duty, which I believe is essential."
Littlejohn said the actions of the executive
committee violated the constitution, and the
move to remove him from office is null and
void.

Hoops
coach
leaving
for new
position

Go TO LllTLl:JOHN, PAGE 6 •
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by Brian Wierima

Butch Raymorid ended hiS
13-year career as SCSU men's

$TAFF WRITER

basketball coach on Tuesday to take
the. athletic director's JX>sition at
Southwest State University in
Marshall.
Raymond was offered the
position last week. He said he used
the week to think it over with his
family and was not waiting for any
counter-offers from SCSU. He
made it official Tuesday afternoon
at a 4 p.m. press conference at
Southwest State.
"I needed th(? entire week,just to
make up my mind personally;"
Raymond said. "[ needed to work
through it with my wife, who has
been very successful in this
community. It also ended 34 years
of coaching for me, which is very
difficult to give up."
Raymond helped lead the
Huskies to their best record (19-8
overall) since the 1986-87 season
when they went 26-4.
"It's disapJX>inling, but there is
nothing you can do about it," said
SCSU sophomore guard and 199697 most valuable player Jon Bryant.

Go TO RAYMOND,

PAGE 6 •

• With the higher education
merger in effect, a new formula for
calculating funds to be allocated to
MnSCU is being debated in the
legislature.
MnSCU funds 36 colleges and
universities in Minnesota.
"There were ihree different
funding formulas in three different
higher liucation systems and now
(MnSCU) is trying to make them
one," said Gene Gilchrist, vice
president for adm.inisu-ative affairs
forSCSU.
Judy Borgen, assistant vice
chancellor for financing and
administration for MnSCU, &aid a
by using a complex formula created
by the MnSCU's board of trustees,
colleges will be allocated funds by
their
1996-97
base
state
appropriation, ·which will roll into

1998.

Shane A. OpatdASSfSTANT PHcrrQ mrroR

Men's basketball coach Butch Raymond is going to become athletic director at Southwest State
University in Marshall, Minn. Assistant coach Kevin Schlagel is favored by players as Raymond's
replacement as head coach at SCSU.

The funds will be adjusted
accordingly if MnSCU gets more or
less funds from the legislation
Borgen said.
MnSCU's new system is set to
go into effect July l.

Go TO FUNDING, PAGE 6 •
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WHAT'S
HAPPENING

Free hearing
screenings offered

FRIDAY

sam, statewide

'Zoo Suit'

Did you blow that it talces only seven
minutes to damage your hearing at rock
concert or at the symphony? It's true--unless,
of co~rse. you are wearing hearing protection
such as hear plugs.
·
To educate the public about the dangers of
noise on hearing and health, -the Sight &
Hearing Association, along with other_
hearing-related organizations worldwide, has
organized the 2nd annual International Noise
Awareness Day set for Wednesday.
The day, officially proclaimed "Minnesota
Noise Awareness Day" by Gov. Arne Carlson
will feature free hearing screenings, Noise
Awareness Day at the Minnesota Children's
Museum, and dissemina~ion of hearing

B p.m. the film , "Zoo Suir is
playing in Atwood Little
Theatre. lt will also play

Saturday at 8 p.m. and
Sunday at 6 p.m.

Baseball
1 p.m. SCSU vs. North
Dakota State University.

Softball

Friday, Ap_ril 25, 1997

protection.
The Mirinesota-based Sight & Hearing
Association, founded in 1939, is dedicated to
preventing the needless loss of vision and
hearing through the development and delivery
of effective screening, education and research
programs.

Man dead after truck
rolls on him
A 49-year-old man was pronounced dead
upon arrival Wednesday at St. C loud Hospital,
after he was found trapped under a truck in the
Holiday Inn parking lot.
An officer was sent to the Holiday Inn on
report of a vehicle rolling on top of an
mdmdual Apparently, the male was working
under the vehicle when 1t released and rolled
on him.
The name was held pending family contact.

Second-degree assault
occurs in hospital ·
Thomas Lamar Oliver was charg~ With
assault after police say he pulled a knife on a
nurse at Albany Hospital.
The criminal complaint against Oliver said
at 3:10 a.m. Sunday, a man buzzed the
e mergency room and said he needed
assistance.
A nurse went to the door and let Oliver in.
Once inside, he pulled a knife from his belt
and said to the nurse, "I've got something for
you."
The female nurse grabbed Oliver by the
shirt, spun him around and pushed him against
a nearby counter. After two or three orders to
drop the knife, Oliver did.
Soon after, police arrived and arrested
Oliver. They confiscated the seven-inc h
kitchen knife.

3 p.m. SCSU vs. Winona
State, two games at home.

STAIE

Women's Tennis
NCC Tournament. Times to

be announced.

SATURDAY
Skydiving
Take a leap at Hutchinson
Skydive. The more people

going, the cheaper it will be.
Sign up in AMC 11 8.

Baseball
1 p.m. SCSU vs. North
Dakota State, at home.

Women's Tennis
NCC Tournament. Times to
be announced.

Women's Golf
The women's golf team
travels to Mankato Invitational.
This tournament will continue

Sunday.

MONDAY
'Flux Skapacitor '

Clinton visits
Grand Forks,
witnesses its
disasters
President Clinton visited
Grand Fo~. promising nearly
half a billion dollars to help the
town get back on ilS feet.
Ankle deep in water, utility
company workers waved at
Marine One from the all-butdeserted Lown.
Heavy w inter snow and a
quick spri ng thaw swelled the
Red River, which separates
North Dakota from Minnesota.
With thousands homeless,
Clinton told relief workers and
residents tha t he would ask

The first live television
production from the SCS-TV
Studios was aired.
"This is Your lime," an
interview show, was simulcast with
WJON Channel 3 Cable Vision and
SCSU educational radio station
KVSC-FM.

The first program i_ncluded a
Monday Night Live presents
discussion of Student Senate and
"Flux Skapacitor" at 1o p.m.
· the college community.
following 'The Area.' Simulcast
Scott Bryce, faculty advisor for
will be on UTVS.
the SCS Radio and Television
Gui ld, said the one hour program is
patterned after the national
TUESDAY
broadcast production, "Meet the
Press."

'Without a Clue'
8

To submit information for the
events calendar, mail it to
University Chronicle, 13 Stewart

. Hall, St. Cloud, MN 56301-4498

A Southwest State University
wrestling coach is charged with
raping a women in an al ley ·in
Marshall, Minn.
Chester Grauberger was
charged Monday with six counts
of criminal sexual conduct a nd

one charge of third-degree
assault. He is accused of
attacking a 38-year-old woman.
at about 2 a.m. Friday. She was
making a call from a telephone
booth oulSide a cafe. According
the complaint he punched her
after she declined a ride, then
took her into an alley and
assaulted her. He fled on foot,
according to a resident witness.
Grauberger was hired a.s
assistant wrestling coach last
summer. He was named interim
wrestling coach this month,
although he hadn't been issued
his employment contract yet. He
has been suspended without pay
pending the outcome of the case.
He is on paid administrative
leave as a special education
teacher in Hendricks, M inn.
pending further investigation.

CoRRECilONS
University Chronicle will
correct errors occurring within its
pages. If you feel you have found
an error, please call (320) 255.

4086.

Speed limit
increase passed
by the Senate
The Senate voted 43- 19
Tuesday in favor of increasing
the speed limit on rural freeways
and some highways to 70 mph.
Also, they v0ted in favor of
increasing the limit to 65 on city
freeways.
Sen. Leo Foley of Anoka, a
retired police officer, believes the
roads will be safer with higher
limilS because they are more in
line with how Minnesotans
drive.
"Every time somebody passes
another vehicle, th~re's potential
for an accident," Foley said.
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p.m. "Without a Clue,~ the

spotlight band of the week,
plays in the Quarry.

Southwest State
coach facing
rape charges

IN IIIsTORY•.•
28 years ago_,

& NATION

Congress for $488 million in
flood assistance for the Dakotas
and Minnesota. In a rare move,
the President ordered the Federal
Emergency
Management
Agency to pay 100 percent of the
immediate emergency work;
traditionally Washington pays 75
percent.
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Eaton accused of ignoring
cultural diversity issue~.
by Muhammad Karim
NEWS EDITOR

Combating racism and insuring
cultural diversity were the main

themes discussed at a forum which
took place April 18.
The SCSU Cultural Diversity

Committee hosted the conference,
1i1Jed "Diversity In A Diverse

System" in Atwood's South
Voyageur Room.
The event was dedicated to
discussing issues surrounding the
lack of representation of people of
color in the colleges and
universities under the auspices of
MnSCU.
"We are here to discuss the
current challenges confronting the
goal of culturaJ diversity in the
schools under the Minnesota State
Colleges
and
University
System," said Robert Johnson,
director of the SCSU Minority
Studies Department. "We are aJso
here to consider viable solutions to

these challenges."
SCSU President Bruce Grube
said his administration is dedicated
to increasing diversity at SCSU.
"Part of our strategic plan for the
future is to place more emphasis on
the area of diversifying St. Cloud
State," Grube said.
Featured speaker Reginald
Wilson, an author and · senior
scholar of the American Council
On Education, said the entire
concept of diversity must be a top
priority in higher,_education.
If tlus''cloes not occur, diversity
simply becomes an afterthought,
a luxury to be temporarily

considered
but
eventually
discarded, he said.
"Some people say diversity is
like the Holy Spririt," Wilson said.
"I don't see it that way. I would
prefer the subject be treated as a
finite object and placed on the top
of the list in priorities."
Wilson said MnSCU should
dedicate itself to cultural diversity.
He said the idea Or diversity is
under attack at a time when
America is · becoming ,a more
diverse nation.
"It is not as apparent in
Minnesota," Wilson said. "I can
assure you, however, that this
nation is growing more diverse as
we speak."
Wilson said within I 3 years
Latinos will be the largest minority
group in the country. He predicted
in 53 years whites will cease being
the majority racial group in
America.
Wilson said the tenns majority
and minority will be obsdlete
because
the
process
of
diversification would have been
attairled, thus compelling people to
either work together or maintain the
current state of division.
According to Wi lson, the
majority of people of color
attend two year institutions because
of
their
economically
underprivileged status in societ)'.
Inner+city life ill prepares Latinos,
African Americans and others for
college.
Wilson said he is disconcerted at
the attacks on affinnative action in
California and elsewhere, thereby
reducing the chances of people of

color from succeeding in higher ·
education. These are the efforts,
Wilson said, to destroy or retard the
rr:ove toward diversification.
Judith Eaton, chancellor of
MnSCU,- said she has been working
on behalf of people of color for
more than two decades.
Johnson
expressed
dissatisfaction with what he called
MnSCU's lethargic attitude in
regards to cultural diversity.
"We have the models and
proposals for initiating" programs on
the·- statewide level to improve
diversity within MnSCU," Johnson
said to Eaton. "We have not had a
response from your office as to
what you intend to do in order to
insure MnSCU's commitment to
cultural diversity."
"What I would like to see is a
system-wide program of initiatives
on diversity," Eaton replied. "What
I would like to see us put together is
a series of expectations which each
college and university cou ld
review."
She said it would be
inappropriate to specifically
address the issue at that time.
Johnson said he did not accept
Eaton's claim of being committed
to the cause of cultural diversity.
According to Johnson, MnSCU has
proven itself remiss in the area of
people of color.
"Cultural diversity is a totally
absent subject in the documents
released by the MnSCU office,"
Johnson said.

Go TO EATON, PAGE 12 ,.
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MnSCU Chancellor Judith Eaton talks to students and faculty at
a cultural diversity conference April 18.

New library delays Seven sexual assaults
may increase .c osts reported since March
by Karlee Morgan
STAFF WRITER

The new library thaf was expected to
be up and running by fall of 1998 has
been postponed possibly 11ntil 2000.
''Construction for the new library is
behind schedule for several reasons,"
said Gene Gilchrist, vice president for
administrative affairs. ''The construction
entails an extenstive technologj system
which adds to the complexity of the
project."
"In any program the taxpayers need
to be ensured that what we are building
is solid and it takes time to get that
message out," Gilchrist said. "Another
reason for the delay is that MnSCU is
still organizing itself and is only two
years old."
Thirty million dollars were
appropriated to build thC library and 2.5
million was raised by SCSU. With
the current consumer price index
running 2.5 percent to 3 percent,
Gilchrist says the longer it takes to get
the project off the ground, the more it
will cost to start.
Gilchrist said MnSCU is under
staffed and taking on twice the
workload. This causes delays in the
implementation of the library.
"At this J)Oint we · are still in the
design stage and the debate still
continues about when the earlies"t
opening can be realistically met,"
Gilchrist said.
John Berling, Dean of Leaming
Resource Services, has more insight at

to what is causing the delay in building
the library.
"Attention to staff cuts in the board
office has been less than adequate and
they are troubling," Berling said.
In order to increase funding Gilchrist
said there are three venues in which to
obtain funds.
"We can start by aPproaching the
MnSCU and legislature offices, then
increase the amounl we are raising, and
possibly reduce the size of the building
which would limit the amount of space
and service," Gilchrist said.
Gilchrist said that no discussion has
taken place over the steps to increase
_funds and that he feels it would be the
proper channels to follow in increasing
funds.
'The next step is to finalize the
design process and approve it with the
architect and MnSCU, then move on to
the bidding process and finally the actual
building of the projects," Gilchrisf said.
Berling said they are unsure when the
project will get to the construction stage.
It was scheduled for May, but it may be
November.
November, if there were difficulties
with winter and it would be moved into
spring which is a major concern and
would
delay
the construction
tremendously.
"Our initial step from this point is to
encourage r;nost deliberate action to all
of those concerned on developing the
library and get it out to bid and then
build," Berling said.

by Christine Larter
STAFF WRITER

Sexual assault is an issue people should be
aware of and attempt to prevent.
The Women's Center has received seven sexual
assault reports since the last update which covered
winter quarter through March 9. Three of these
assaults occurred on-campus. They occured
summer and fall 1996 and March 1997. The other
four assaults occurred off-campus: three in south
side and one outside of St. Cloud
Lee La Due, coordinator of sexual assault
services at the Women's Center said the number of
assaults is lower compared to the past six years.
"I can say the numbers are slightly lower
compared to other years, but our reports aren't
necessarily reflecting actual results," La Due said.
There has also been a growing trend of
declining numbers of sexual assaults that are
reported during the first quarter, which may reflect
the mandatory freshman workshop about sexual
assault, said La Due.
There are several tips people can incorporate
into their lives to prevent sexual assault For
example, they can be alert to their surroundings,
be assertive, avoid situations where drugs and
alcohol are present, pay attention to behavior that
does not seem right and trust their instincts,
according to La Due.
Warren Anderson, interim director of
University Public Safety, said "I think an
important one is trust your feelings and instincts
because a lot of the tim·e we see more
acquaintance than stranger type situations."
There are also several warning signs of an
acquaintance rapist. The warning signs include
acting immaturely, showing little empathy for
feelings, displaying anger physically or verbally,
acting macho, sh~rt-tempered, excessively

jealousy, possessiveness and ignoring the wishes,
space, and boundaries. The perpetrator may
attempt to make the person feel guilty, tries to
separate them from friends and insist on being
alone with them on their fi rst date.
A high percentage of rapes that are reported occur during or after house parties, according to
La Due.
"People should be aware that the perpetrator
will take advantage of people who have been
drinking or encourage them to drink," La Due
said. "Once a person is vulnerable the perpetrator
will rape."
The majority of sexual assaults are committed
in a victim's home or te perpetrator's home.
Eighty-five to 95 percent of rapes are committed
by an acquaintance,
There are no guarantees of preventing sexual
assault, but following these tips and recognizing
these warning signs will help to reduce chances of
becoming a victim, said Anderson.
Victims and people who witness sexual assault
are encouraged lo report the incident to the
Women's Center, the police or UPS, Anderson
said.
"St. Cloud State's policy states anyone in the
campus community that is aware of sexual assault
is to report it to the Women's Center," La Due said.
'The Women's Center's services are confidential."
The Women's Center will provide the person
reporting an incident infonnation to help make an
infonned decision on what to do about the
situation.
For help call the sexual assault hotline at 251 HELP or 251-4357. There are advocates available
10 help 24 hours a day. For any emergency oncampus, call 255-HELP.
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Administrative Services
guide·
give.direqion

will

by Riley Worth
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

Students no longer need
wander a'i mlessly around

SCSU's

Administrative

Services building, looking for

the Career Services, Financial
Aid or Admissions offices.
As of March I 0, Shana
Moses will be waiting in the

time position, and her previous
experience with the admissions
office makes her familiar with
the building as well as prepared
to help prospective students.
"(Moses) has an incredible
way with visitors," said Susan
Engel, assistant director of
admissions.
"They
immediately feel welcollle and

front lounge to direct you.
Moses, a fall '96 speech

communication. graduate,
moved from her position as

I get to see

~::natorladmissions

immediate
responses,
h~~ . w hether it be a
des\~h~e
only · thanks or a smile,
makes sense:· Moses said.
or w hen they tell
~~cer~~Pt;u w:~~~dri :t~i!
me how their tour
~~;:~sffic~~king for a
went.
representative to the newly

created position, Campus
Visitor Specialist. Monday

~~~u;~-~~i:~n1 ~-:·
r;: ,:\~~~~Y

Julia Petl!rson!PH<JTO FDfTOR

Shana Moses, recent graduate of SCSU, will begin her job as Campus
Visitor Specialist May 10. As part of her job, Moses will direct students and
guests around the admissions office, answering any questions they have.

Moses says her job is

Shana Moses

~~~:.,~~:~tngsf~~ diW:r~~~
rooms in the building as well
as greet prospective students
and guests of the college.
"Years ago they used to
have someone who'd sit here,"
she said. "It was serviced
mainly by students, though."
Moses' position is a full-

CAMPUS VISITOR SPECIALIST

Making the eonnection
Spring Sexist Jorum by
Women's equality (Jroup
<ruesday, April 29 9 - 3
• 'Juvenile ::_female ::_facilities -- South (;lacier.
• "WoW1e11 Against Militan1 Maaness" -- North (;lacier
• "lessons in Pornogmphtj" -~ South (;lacier
• Welfare Cuts -- South (;lacier
• Sexism Within the Courts -- North (;lacier

at ease. She also has an
incredible knowledge of the
University and all that it has to
offer."
In the past,thesecretaryfor
Records and Registration has
had to answer many lost

WAITINq F01' mm
PBlfPPA,T SU.HMBJf

oaC~Jos?

At CoMMUNITY BKJ-RESOURCES, you can give the

gift of life and earn money in your spare t ime
while you look for t{at Job. Thousands of. people
just like you rely on plasma products to live
healthy normal lives. Your donation is

<rhursday, }Vlay 1 3:30
Social Picnic Pinic -- !3arde11 Park
::_for more information, contact WE.y. 255-2711

so

~ - - - - ~ important to others.
you are compensated

Wednesday, April 30 9 - 3
• Communirntion Among Women -- South (;lacier
• Sexism in Eaurntion -- North (;lacier
• Miaw1fer0 as an Alternative a- South (;lacier
• WoW1e11 on Weanesaa0 "'[he Environmental links to
Cancer" -- South Vo0aguers
• Reoccurring 'Jsues of Sexism Within Abortion
Debates -- North (;lacier
.
• Sexism within Patriarchal Religion -- South (;lacier

visitor's questions on where to
go. Now when people walk
into the building they will not
only have a place to
congregate, but afao a focal
point in Moses.
:
•This will help people such
as
(the
Records
and
Registration
secretary)
concentrate more on their task
at hand," said Moses. "Also,
prospective students are not
just sitting here. You've got
people showing up 30
minutes' prior to their visit.
This way they have someone
to have dialogue with, and
answer any questions they
have before their tour."
Moses says she likes the
position a lot because of the
immediate satisfaction she
can give people in need of
help.
"Some other jobs, the
benefits are more longterm," Moses said. "I get to
see immediate responses
from people, whether it be a
thanks or a smile, or when
they tell me how their tour
went."
The entrance to the
administration building is
being remodeled to make it
more inviting for prospective
students and visitors. It will
include a new information
kiosk, benches, couches,
chairs. and improved lighting.

f

for your time up to
$160 month.
Plasma donations
are completely safe &

easy. Yau can use this time

to study, relax, or

remember how you are helping save lives.
For more Information or

to schedule an

appointment call 259-6300.

Community Bio-Resources
2019
Mon.- Thu rs.
Fri.
Sat.

Stearns Way
6 a.m. - 6:30 p.m.
6 a.m. - 4 p.m .
8 a.m. - 1 p.m.
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New dean named for Learning Resources
by Muhammad Karim
NEWS EDITOR
New Dean of Leaming
Resources
and
Technology

Richard Josephson, research

~:~;;rs~~~; ~~!e~~~:

search
committee
that
recommended
Tornquist.
Services said her hiring at SCSU is . According , to Josephson, the
the fulfillment of .i dream.
committee has a long procedure for
Kristi Tornquist will assume her selecting potentia1 candidates to fill
new duties on July 1. She said she is an open position.
looking forward to returning to
"We take into consideration
Minnesota and starting her new job such matters as references, previous
at SCSU.
job experience and 11cademic
Tornquist is a Minnesota native. achievement," Josephson said.
She received her undergraduate ''Tornquist fit all of the
degree from the University of requirements needed for the job as
Minnesota-Morris. She went on to dean and we on the committee were
· secure a masters from the happy to recommend her ,to the
University of Wisconsin-Madison administration."·
and a doctorate from the
Tomquist's vast experience in
University of Minnesota-Twin the area of automation and
Cities in the area of higher technical Support was cruciaJ in the
education.
decision of the committee to
Tornquist said she taught math select her as the next Dean of
at the University of Minnesota- Leaming Resources and Technical
Duluth.
She
worked
on Services, Josephson said. He said
two campuses in WlSConsin in the he feels Tornquist was chosen
area of automation and technical because she was the best person for
services, Tornquist said. For the position.
the past five years, she has served
"I am looking forward to
as director of Library and working with her," Josephson said.
Information Services at Southern
John G. Berling has been dean
Arkansas University, in Magnolia, of LRC for the past 20 years. He
Ark.
said he · has had the pleasure of
"When I saw the notice of the observing the library's expansion in
opening at St. Cloud State, I knew I the areas of space and technology.
had to apply," said Tornquist. '"Ibis
"When I first came here as dean
job is my dream .come true." .
in 1977," Berling said, "this library
She said she did not bother would haye been considered
submitting · applications
for archaic if judged by today's
other positions because she only standards. I can recall feeling ,
wanted to work at SCSU. The immense pride when we received
reason Tornquist chose to work at our first computer in 1981. I
SCSU is because of its merger of thought we were·entering anew age
Leaming
Resources,
media of technological advancement."
services an~ Acad~c_~omeuter
Berling said he feels privileged
Services.
to have been a part of the
'This was a very visionary act transformation process of the
on the part of St. Cloud State," SCSU library from the traditional
Tornquist said. "My new job will fonnat to a technologicaJ one. He
combine all of my previous training said he received excellent support
into one job. I see• SCSU doing from his colleagues in both learning
some very innovative and creative resources and the university
things. I think it is going to be administration.
exciting being a part of the whole
'The most difficult aspect of my
process."
20 years as dean of the LRC was to

r-Iiea[Cut 'lJiamoncfs.. :,
tlie wodcf's most 6ri{fiant!

Tornquist said she is looking
forward to _meeting and working
with the faculty , administrators ~d
students at SCSU. She said she
would like to have input from
everyone on how to provide good
service to the campus community.
"I really encourage people to
just stop by and say hello,"
Tornquist said. "I ' am looking
forward to discussing ways to build
and improve the services currently
being provided by the (LRC) and
Technological Services. Only -with
the exchange of ideas can we hope
to have a truly success program."

Interested in a Great Experience'?
Health Services is now accepting applications
for Tuer Educators
for 1997 -1998

Opportunities

Benefits

D Program Planning

D Experience in Health

□ Marketing

Promction/Risk Reduction
D Quarterly Honoraria
0 In-SefVice 1raining
0 Jcb Recommendations
□ Rssible Academic Credit
with department approval

D Develcping Organizational Skills and
Leaaership Skills
D R:er Education/Public Speaking on:
Contraception
SID Prevention
Alcchd/Drug Abuse Prevention

Requirements
□

D Full Academic Year Commitment
D Interested in Health Education& Promotion

□

Min. G.P.A.-- 2.5
5 Hours/week

Applications available at Health Services/SHAPES in Hill Hall
Application Deadline: May 2 -,

Apply Today!

0

For more information call: 255-4850

Ideal cut diamonds strictly. conform to the
proportioning which releases unmatched fire,
sparkle and brilliance. Fewer than 1% of all
diamonds are idtal cut! D. J. Bitzan has a
wonderful selection of ideal cut diamonds at very
modest prices.

fFREE 12 Month Financing- 0%, Zero Do~
I with approved credit
I
I 33% Student Discount off regular price
I
I with student ID and this ad
I
Expires 5-31-97 ______ .

L_______

$3-

Crossroads Mall

253-5353

Sorry, no douLI., di.count. r resent cou1,un
student I.D.
expire;; 5-31-9i.

&

orr.,.

Jewelers
Certified
Gemologists
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I

----------------------. -------~I

,

J

D.J. Bitzan
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maintain commiserate · with the ~aid. "I was first in my family to
changing times," Berling said. "It attend college and I believe SCSU
was not easy to decide \)'hat to keep has provided me with an excellent
or discard. The transition from the foundation upon which to build."
old System of acquiring infonnation
Berling announced his plan to
to the new, more advanced one was retire a few months ago. He said it
not a very easy thing to do."
was not an easy decision.
Berling said he graduated from •
"I have had the distinct honor of
SCSU in 1957. For him, serving as working with some of SCSU's
the dean Of the LRC extended an finest presidents," Berling said. "I
opportunity to show appreciation to have served under Charles Graham
his alma mater.
who hired me and now Mr. Bruce
"It is a great feeling to have had Grube will be my last. All of these
an opportunity to work at a place individuals have been great in 'the
which several years earlier had area of developing and sustaining
given me a chance in life," Berling the LRC."

Crossroads Mall

253-5353
Sorry no doublt' d1 s;;ount Off,., ,al1<l ,11th
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Raymond
"(Raymond's) been here a long
time and we were really surprised to

~unding

PAGE 1

Raymond said. "11tis last year was

would be best to let them know' as
something special. In some ways, soon as possible."
see him go. But every coach kind of this year's team was helpful in my
As for recruiting for next year's
sets a goal to be an athletic director decision to take the job, because I team, Schlagel said the learn still
and this was his opportunity."
could leave coaching with a smile needs'to fill one position.
Two years ago, Raymond on my face. On the other haiid they
"We're still working on· one
passed former SCSU: head coach made it difficult, because it's hard position for next year," Schlagel
Red Severson as the all-time to leave them behind."
said. '"This move certainJy affects
winnipgest men's basketball coach
, As for now, the decision of who the person we're recruiting since
in SCSU history with 212 career will be replacing Raymond they will not know who the coach is
wins.
as head coach is up in thC right now."
Raymond finished his coaching air. SCSU assistant
men's
Bryant said the loss of Raymond
career at SCSU with a record of basketball ~oach Kevin Schlagel, will make it difficult for some of the
231-143 and his overall collegiate who has been with the Huskies newer players next season.
coaching record including his years for 17 .years and has spent I3
"It's disappointing because you
at Mankato State University and years as an assistant under are used to (Ray~ond's) system
Augsburg College will stand at Raymond, is a candidate for head and how it's run and depending if
449-301 for a nearly _(,()() winning cOOCh.
· the new head coach is someone
percentage.
"I'm interested in it," Schlagel from within the staff, things that
Raymond said he will miss . said. "To my understariding, were familiar might change,"
coaching basketball at SCSU.
(SCSU) either is going to do an Bryant said.
'Tm really going to miss the interim search or a national search.
The transition from coaching
relationship with the players," In all fairness to the players, it to athletic directing will take time
to adjust, but he is looking
forwar~ to his new position,
Raymond said.
"I've got a lot to -learn," he said.
'There's a lot of thlngs about the
school I have to familiarize myself
with, but the most important thlng
37 31st Ave. S.
to me was the position involved
St. Cloud, MN 56301
Division II athletics. I'm a finn
believer in Division II."
Call today for your new look ..
Raymond said he has no regrets
Wk: 253-7839 Hm:654-1369 leaving SCSU, but he will miss the
school.
"At this point, it was a job that I
couldn't tum down," Raymond
4 oz. Bio/age. Conditioning Balm oq said. "On my behair, I'm very
thankful for the . years at SCSU.
10 oz. Bio/age Hairspay or
I Everybody beginning with the
administration
always good to
entire 1st visit
·
I me. I'm really was
appreciative of my
time spent here."
lofter good with any paid service

Sheila Schreifels

Hair on 31st
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According to Borgen, MnSCU
has made a proposal to the
legislation for a $128 million
increase in funding.
Governor Ame Carlson has
proposed an increase in biennial
figu~ from the base appropriation
of $900 million to $980 million.
The proposal is being debated in the
state Legislature.
The Senate wants a $100 million
increase in the base appropriation
of $900 million, while the House
wants a $ I 28 million inci-ease
which supports' the MnSCU's
budget proposal.
"(SCSU) wants the increased
funding for higher education,"
Gilchrist said. 'That of course
allows us to offer better services to
students and" to the state of
Minnesota"
Borgen said the Senate hasn't
addressed MnSCU's new fonnula
and the House did discuss the base
budget of 1997 and the increase of
$125"million.
Borgen said MnSCU doesn't
want to make any big ahanges to
the system right away because they
are in a transitional year. She said
MnSCU officials need to study and
research the fonnulas for the
merger.
"There are strong feelings from
the board (of trustees) . that this
system will take a number of years
to come up with a solution for a
form1ula," Borgen said. "We need to
phase in changes gradually and
need to stabilize."
In rough calculations, SCSU
gets 11 percent of MnSCU's
funding, Gilchrist said.

:Sheila Schreifels
Hair on 31st~
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"In a rough estimate, if the
House gets their requirement, an
extra $5.5 miniori. (because of
biennial figures divide money in
two) will go to SCSU (in 1998),"
Gilchrist said.
Enrollment of campuses has
become an issue in detennining a
new formula.
Acc;,prding to Borgen, MnSCU's
proposal should make small
campuses feel comfortable because
they wouldn't have 'their . base
appropriation adjusted until the
future.
"Basically
(the
proposed
fonnula) takes enrollment out of the
picture," Bo_rgen said.
.
According to an April 17 St.
Cloud Times article, Rep. Joe
Opatz, DFL-St. Cloud, and
assistant to SCSU President Bru~
Grube, wanted to have money from
increased funds to be allocated
based on enrollment.
The House has debated a
formula where funds are divided up
by the base on what a campus spent
in the last year. With increased
funds, the money would be divided
up by enrollment, Gilchrist said.
Enrollment would then have a
greater influence (on allocating
funds)," Gilchrist said.
Gilchrist encourages faculty and
students to contact their home
legislator about increasing funding
for higher education.
'The focus is the importance of
how higher education plays an
important role and the importance
of SCSU and MnSCU play in the
state,"Gilchristsaid.

littlejohn

@UJJJ would you like to
wear contact lenses you
never have to clean?
You1l never kn.ow until you try.
I
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''I have two unexcused absences, not three," Littlejohn
said. "I was excused from the third absence by the vice
presidenL"
He said he will release an official statement sometime
near the end of the quarter. He refused to comment
further.
One of the controversies surrounding Student
. Government is the misuse of its long distance access by
senate members. According to Lee Bird, vice president of
Student Life and' Development, the investigation is
complete, and those students implicated have been told
what they must for restitution.
"I honestly believe a couple of the students really did
not understanl what they were doing," Bird said. "Of
course, that does not excuse their actions. Exercising
responsible behavior is absolutely essential in a
leadership position."
Bird declined to comment further on the results of the
investigation.
A controversy directly involving Littlejohn is his
status as a student during winter quarter. According to
Struthers, the Studen. Govemment constitution states a
student body president must be enrolled in the university
before the first meeting of the quarter. Littlejohn met this
requirement, but later had his classes dropped because he
did not pay his tuition bill.
He enrolled again during the tenth week of the quarter,
according to Struthers.
"He did not receive the honorarium until after
becoming enrolled in class," he said. "We in Student
Government were told that an exception had been made
for Littlejohn."
Bird said a policy begun at the end of fall quarter states
a student can not hold a -position unless he or she is
enrolled in the university. She refused to comment
specifically on Llttlejohn's academic situation for winter
quarter.
The vote to remove Littlejohn from office was not
unanimous. A few members of the executive committee
abstained, including Hanson. She said she felt voting on
the issue was premature.
"I believe we did not know all the circumstances
surrounding the matter," Hanson said. "People were
saying that Littlejohn needed to have a higher standing
thantherestofthe [senate] members. We simply have not

seen that."
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Students address welfare .in project
by Jodi L. Wallin
STAFF WRITER

"Anyone of us could be a paycheck or a

car accident away from poverty."
That startling reminder of why welfare
and the issues surrounding it are important
was stated by senior Jennifer Boylan, a social

work major. She is promoting awareness of
the welfare/workfare debates through a
grassroots group called Minnesota United for
Social Justice formed by the social work 412

class, Practice m.

The group is affiliated with the M innesota
Welfare Coalition and both groups are

working to protect the basic human rights of
low income people throughout the state.

"We want to inform, to educate, to
empower people in the community about the

new welfare changes;' said senior Stacy Ray,
social work student and member of the
fledgling group.
In the unprecedented course, students
have developed the grassroots group, which
they hope will take on a life of its own and be
supported and run by the community after the
course ends.
"We do need community people to give
their testimony and their support. They've got
power in their hand (with the ability to vote).
Their involvement is crucial," said senior Tim
Hance, Minnesota United for Social Justice
member and social work major.
The course started in winter quarter and
was the brain child of social work professor
Nancy Brennan. Brennan outlined the course
objectives as follows: to work as a class on
organizing with the Welfare Rights
Committee to impact the legislature· regarding
TANF (femporary Assistance to Needy
Families) and setvices to families in
Minnesota. The group is set up to act as a
community organization and seriously pursue
creating ·change at a grassroots level. The
group will involve themselves directly with

Lukas Johnson/Sr,<\FF PHUTVGRAPHER

Seniors Jennifer Boylan, left, and Stacy Ray, social work majors, are students in
Social Work 412, the class which is actively discussing the workfare vs. welfare
debate.
the recipients and the government systems
that setve them.
"We try to make classes relevant to the
environment and the community in our social
work," Brennan said of the course. "We need
to act in (a) way that really matters. We need
to invest our time, energy and commitment in
this historic time. (The government) is
moving from an entitlement based program to
a non-entitlement based program for poor and
needy, families."
In August of last year, President Clinton
signed into law the Personal Responsibility
and Work Opportunity Reconciliation Act
that effectively ends welfare as the nation has
known, it since the inception of the Aid to
Families with Dependent Children in 1935.

In the past, low income individuals and
famili es had a right or entitlement to AFDC
payments
regardless
of
behavior,
employment history or time spent on welfare.
Under the new program, TANF, welfare is
not guaranteed 00.t dependent on compliance
to the new guidelines and participants'
behavior.
Goals of this new legislation, set to go
into effect on July 1, include moving people
from welfare to work quickly and increasing
self-reliance of welfare recipients. This
has led to cuts in the food stamp programs,
limits on the time individuals may receive
benefits to five years over the course of
their life and reduced benefits to those
individuals who do not work. Benefits

for unemployed·non-parents have been cut to
three months in a three yearJperiod.
"I don't think it's fair, giving to the rich
and taking from the poor," Hance said of the
new legislation, which is estimated to reduce·
f~eral spending by $55 billion over the next
six years.
This amount is less than I percent of the
federal budget, according to Brennan
Other mandates by the federal.government
include making single mothers establish
paternity of their children or face a
reduction of welfare paymerlts by 25 percent
while unmarried teen mothers must live at
home or with a responsible adult and work
toward a high school degree in order to be
eligible for benefits. Those convicted of drug
felonies are ineligible for any type of benefit.
In addition, legal immigrants who are not
citizens can not receive any benefits until they
have been in the country for at least five
years. Most will not be eligible for food
stamps or Supplemental Security Income at
any point.
'The intentions (of the new legislation)
might be good but they're going about it
the wrong way," Boylan said. She is a
member of MUSJ _and is involved in writing
letters to state legislatures trying to
make them aware of how the cuts will affect
people.
. "They're taking societal factors and
blaming the individual," said Ray of the
legislation. As a member of MUSJ, she stated
the group is working to get the state
legislation to adopt an amendment which
makes up for the loss of De~efits due to
federal cuts. The group also plans to protest
the cuts at a rally scheduled for noon May 7
at the state capital.
For those who may be interested in joining
MUSJ, Hance promotes the group as being
an organization in which to meet others
who may be dealing with some of
these issues or the chance to get more
infonnation on how to become empowered.

Budgeting aids in credit maintenance
by Shannon Swanson
MANAGING EDITOR

Tue love of money ~ay be the
root of all evil, but failing to balaoce
a budget may be the root of many
problems.
Leaming how to budget money
may not be a classroom course
but it is something students need to
take away from their college
education.
According to Mike Uran,
assistant director of financial
seivices for SCSU, one problem
college students face in budgeting is.
making assumptions of how much
they spend on certain items. Many
times they don't ha,ve a clear
understanding of where money is
actually being spent.
" Everyone is limited to the
amount of resources available
to them and those limits vary, so
it's important to understand
. how you are using the limited
resources you have," Uran said.
"Most people we talk with that run
into difficultfin budgeting usually
stems from the fact that they don't
have a good understanding of

. where they are spending their . said. "l just make sure that I don't

The first way is to take the credit
card
and
put
it
in
an
envelope or drawer and never take
budget . money i~ to write down
According to Uran, credit cards it out until the balance is paid off.
everything spe_nt m a ~nth. At the are probably the number one reason _ If people feel they don' t have
• end ,of each time penod, one can studenlS, as well as the general enough self control to keep the
credit card put away, the second
start to categorize things and I ~ population get in financial trouble.
what was spent on clothmg,
"If a person is just starting out suggestion is to get out the
entertainment, food, gas and other with a credit card, paying off the scissors and cut.it up. Once the bill
unexpected expenses.
bill right away has to be the goal, is paid off, then people can look
"For some J>e?Ple, t~ easiest and you don't spend on the credit at other options for spending
way lo keep track 1s to wnte checks card unless the resources are money.
Uran suggests a few techniques
for everything.''. Uran said. "They available to pay if off when the bill
.establish
credit
when ,
can refer to therr checkbook at the comes," Uran said. 'The ideal rule to
end_of each month to keep track of of thumb is to pay off every credit students do not have a credit
history or are having difficulty
where money is being spent."
card every month."
O_ther ways Uran . sugge~ts
Uran said credit cards are good in establishing good credit.
"If parents have a credit -card,
keepmg track °.f money 1s to use a for situations like unexpected car
dependents can go under their card
notebook to wnte down how much repairs or other emergencies.
is spent on each item or saving
"People may find themselves in ·10 establish a good credit rating,"
said.
"Another
way
receipts and totaling them at the end a position where they can't pay the Uran
of each month.
entire balance right away in to maintain good credit is to call
Brandon Hertig, junior, said he · emergency situations," Uran said. the credit card company and
realizes the importance· of "IIl th1t case, the person needs to be reduce your line o f credit. That
budgeting money, but does not disciplined enough to make sure way, there is a built in control
that
restricts
write everything down.
paying off the balance as soon as mechanism
"Ihavean ideaofhowmuchl'm pobusdsgi,b 1_'.: becomes a priority in the further use of the card."
1
Mark Struthers, senior and
spending in each area, but I make
sure my monthly payments arc
If a balance already exists on a finance chainnan of Student
being taken care of before I spend credit card, Uran suggests two ways Government, said he understands
the importance of budgeting
money on entertainment," Hertig to pay off lhc_crcdit card.
mo~~ said the easiest way to

::,.nd more money than I am taking

''.Ideas won't keep; something must be done about them."

money, but chooses not to write
anything down.

s~~

:::::;~:\it;n~a~~:~}

money outside of rent and other
monthly expenses," Struthers said.
"I've never actually balanced my
checkbook or opened any of my
bank statements."
Uran urges studeuts not to give
up when managing money and to
adjust how resources are spent and
continue i work within the budget.
"People often hit a point where
they decide they can't make it
work," Uran said. "But the reality
is, you have to make it work so you
either have to increase your
resources or decrease your
expenses .and it will eventually
balance."
Uran said financial management
is a part of education and college is
a good time to learn it.
"Mistakes are usually small and
don't have big consequences at this
point in a college student's life," he
said. 'The key is to first figure out
what you are currently spending
and then create a budget based on a
monthly income."

- Alfred North Whitehead
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Attention
Pre-Business
Students

The Blonde Leading The Blonde.

You are required to come to the
Student Services Office to obtain
your ACCESS CODE, THE DAY
BEFORE YOU ARE
SCHEDULED TO REGISTER.
lllll!IN~m~,llflill!lll--.111111111JIIIJl&IIIIJ ~IIlftllllll .!Ul/llHlllll
[R,t'-'~[.

=l/illlJlllll1011 '"':IJl1011

APRIL 25 ... 0KAY?

Advise·rs will be available in
BB 123, 8 a.m.-4 p.m.
Starting April 8 for Summer Quarter
and April 28 for Fall Quarter 1997.

Wouldn't it be great to
get a computer for
graduation?
How aboui a Power Macintosh 4400 Series...
Featuring a PpwerPC 603e microprocessor
. 8x CD-ROM Drive
16MB RAM & 2.0GB Hard Drive
Multiple Scan 15AV Display
All that and more ·for $ 1,956

or maybe a PowerBook is more your style.

or maybe a Power Macintosh 6500 Series ...
Featuring PowerPC 603e microprocessor
12x CD-ROM Drive
Built-in Iomega Zip Drive
Multiple Scan l 5AV Display
With packages starting at $ 2,255 up to $ 2,554

Like the 1400 serie~.
Featuring PowerPC 603e microprocessor
8x CD-ROM Drive
11.3-in. (diagonal) color SVGA display
With systems starting at $ 2,237 up to $ 3. 133

i P,i
If you need a little extra cash

-•~I/Jfi
~..,~

to swing the deal.
We have the Apple Loan Program.
An 8 year, low interest rate loan!
No prepayment penalty!
Deferment of principal payments while in school!
Get exactly what you want with a quick turn around time!
For more info - 1-800-APPLE-LN

Computer Store - St. Cloud State University ·
Engineering Computing Center Room 10 I
Monday thru Friday 8am - 4pm
(320) 255-4944
http://www-acs-store.stcloud.msus.edu/
ComputerStore@stcloud.msus.edu
Mastercard and Visa now accepted!
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Huskies fall on hard titnes
SCSU is swept by Mankato State and North Dakota State

PHOTOS BY Shane A.

Opalt/ASSISfANT PHOTO EDrTOR

SCSU ireshmen outfielders Danny Catanzarite (with
hat) and Stacy Witters collide after Witters' oufield
catch iii the seventh inning of Monday's
doubleheader with Mankato State. Witters turned
the double play throwing a MSU runner out at third.
by Heather Proskey
STAFF WRITER

Home didn't seem to be the place to be on
Tuesday for the SCSU softbaU team as the
Huskies blew a doubleheader against

Mankato State University at Selke Field.
With two double headers taking place for
the SCSU this week, the Huskies looked to

improve on their record and cany the emotion
from last weekend's sweep in the Mankato
State Tournament.
The wins didn't look like they were going
to go the team's way during the first double

header of the week. The Huskies lost both of
the two games at home on Tuesday 3-0 and

11 -3.
The first game against Mankato went to 11
innings before there were any runs ·scored.
MankatO broke o.ut with three runs i.n the top
of the eleventh and blanked the Huskies in the
bottom of the inning.
~irst year pitcher Kluissa Hoehn pitched

all 11 innings and gave up only four hits on
the day. Hochn's reco.rd dropped to 11 -8 on
the season.
.'The eleven inning game was a tough loss.
We didn't play particularly well," said Head
Coach Sue Becker. We should have won
especially since we went eleven innings. We
didn't threaten offensively.''
The second game of the double header
was an error-filled one. Both teams combined
for 11 errors. Both first year pitchers Adria
Carlyon and Shannon Vickerman shared the
pitching duties for the game. Carlyon pitched
four innings giving up seven hits and striking
out three. Vickerman relieved for three
innings giving up five hits.
"It's hard to come back from an eleven
inning loss to win a game," Becker said. "We
have a young team and that has a lot to do
with coming back after long games, but we
still have to try."
Mankato dominated the double header.
Their pitchers gave up only 12 hits through 18
innings of softball. _Mankato pitcher Pam

Stierlen had eight slrike outs in the first game
against the Huskies.
"(Mankato) has senior dominated pitching
and a veteran team," Becker said. 'They
played hard and did what they needed to do.
They hit the ball well and eveiyone was
hitting and our momentum didn't carry over."
On Thursday, the Huskies ventured to
North Dakota State for the second double
header in two days. Though, the road trip
didn't seem to do the team any good.
SCSU lost both of their games to NDSU
2- 1 and 7-6. These four losses have dropped
their record to 23-13 for the season.
"Our team was not a team tonight," said
first year utility player Lisa Rosauer. ''We are
not underdogs anymore and we all are putting
too much pressure on ourselves. We have the
ability to beat anyone and it just hasn't been
happening."
·
'"They w~re both close ball games, we just
gave up chances to score," Becker said. "We
had chances, but our momentum didn't. carry
over from last weekend."

The Huskies have lost to NDSU four
times so far this season and all four times they
have lost to them by one run.
"We didn't play consistent and we played
without intensity," Becker. said. "We play
with intensity at times and we have to keep
that intensity throughout the whole game. We
just have to keep on learning."
On the brighter sjde, Lisa Rosauer was
named NCC player of the week for her
performance in the Mankato State
Tournament last weekend.
"I'm excited. There is not a lot of
recognition for what you do everyday and in
practice," Rosauer said.
J1lis weekend has the Huskies venturing
to Winona State on Friday for another double
header. Then the Huskies will be in Fargo for
a tournament on Saturday. The Huskies will
face Moorhead, Bemidji, and Mankato again.
'There is nothing we can do about (the
losses) now. We just have to keep going and
hope that things pull together better," Becker
said.
'!J

Bouman gets his opportunity with the Vikings
by Rob LaP/ante
SPORTS EDITOR

Fonner SCSU quarterback Todd
Bouman knew he was going to be
signed by a National Football
League team before the draft ended.
Bouman was signed Sunday by
the Minnesota Vikings as a free
agent, after Viking vice president
Jeff Diamond offered him a
contract to join the team, starting
May 2-4 at the team's mini-camp at
Winter Park, in Eden Praire.
"Diamond called me with six
picks remaining in the draft,"
Bouman said. "He said if I wasn't
picked, that he would call me
after the draft and offer me a
free-agent contract, and he
called
me
two
minutes
later after the draft ended."
Even though Bouman knew he

was going to be offered a contract,
he said the thrill of hooking up with
an NFL team is exciting.
'Tm really excited," Bouman
said. "All I
wanted was
an

opportunity
to
play
somewhere,
and now I
get a chance
to play."
Ng one'
was more
excited for
Todd Bouman
Bouman
Excited about his
than
his
opportunity
former
assistant
coach Shawn Kakuk. Kakuk was
also Bouman's quarterback coach at

scsu.

'1t's very exciting and I'm real

excited for Todd," Kakuk said.
"Bouman called me (Sunday) and
was pretty pumped up."
With the Vikings recently
signing quarterbacks Brad Johnson
and Randall Cunningham to
contracts, Bouman will likely fight
for the third string roll, or an
emergency spot on the team.
Bouman said, he feels he is
already in shape and hopes to make
a good impression at the minicamp.
"1,kept myself in good shape and
I've "been working out ever since
football ended," Bouman said. '1
just want to go in and show what I
can do and just be confident in my
ability."
Kukak said he prepared a
highlight .film for the NFL scouts
and said that was a big reason six
different teams showed interest in
the Huskies' third all-time passing

]eider with 4,354 passing yards.
"He is competitive, he has great
size and has great athletic ability,"
Kukak said of Bouman's strengths.
"When scouts asked me about his
greatest attribute, I told them he has
the ability that guys like (Green
Bay's) Brett Favre and (San
Francisco's) Steve Yoting have.
When he's being flushed out of the
pocket, he still looks downfield to
make the big play and he did that on
a consistent basis."
Even though Bouman only
completed 46-percent (326 of 706)
of his passes at SCSU, he rushed for
nearly a 1,000 yards and currently
ranks second all-time with 5,050
yards of total offense. ·
Bouman said his goal was to
make a team, but the fact he signed
with his hometown team made it
extra special.
"My primary goal was to get on

any team, anywhere it happened to
be," Bouman said. "It just happened

~~ ~a~) ~!:/~u~~ ~:

:a~ f:~

best opportunity for me."
Whatever the Vikings have in
store for Bouman down the line is
up in the air, but Kukak said he likes
Bouman's chances of sticking
around the Viking camp for a while.
"Personally, once he gets a
chance to digest their playbook, I
think he can make it," Kukak said.
"One of the reasons he is getting
this opportunity is he works so
hard. It was -.22 degrees out in
Willmar last winter and he went
outside with me to throw the ball
around. He definitely has the desire
and the heart."
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Huskies
geared
for UNC

SCSU bounces back after two losses
Staff_Report
After being swept at home, the
SCSU ba"seball team redeemed
~~;;e~;~~e :~~~cir first road

with five n;ns batted in.
Sophomore outfielder Mike
McKinney
homered
twice,

dropped a pair of games to
Southwest State 3-1, 6-2 behind the

drove in six and went 3 for 4 at the
plate.

~:~~~:f

s: i~~~; ~!~~g ;

0~;

one run to pick up the win.

~~:~~s

t:;o;!~, ;s:;rth:tft~~~
0

make the .score 3-2, but Southwest
State answered for three more runS
in their half of the sixth.
Wi;~~~1~)r;itc:::t~
to pick up the loss.
The

f~:~~

Huskies

led

i:

~~~n:1~::y MikebyMcKiS:Jeht:0
went 2 for 4 scoring once and
driving in two.
The
doubleheader
sweep
marked the first time this
season. the Huskies have been swept
at Dick Putz Field
The Huskies had a chance to
redeem
themselves
Tuesday
with _a pair of games at
Bemidji State University.
In the first game, SCSU
exploded for three runs in the first
inning, six more in the second,
five
in the fourth and four

Seniors look to
end tneir careers
by winning a ·
championship

Four other Huskfos had two tuts

;f ~1

thth
hits.
SCSU sophomore pitcher Tim
Klinnert aJ!owed six earned runs on
nine hits in 4 1/3 innings

:ih g~m!C~~n~ro~l~~t

Junior pitcher Pete Brost (2-3)
piicked up the loss for the Huskies.
In game two, Southwest State
juinped to a quick 3-0 lead. The

SCSU senior infielder Luis Versalles successfully turns the
double play in the second game of Monday's Southwest State
doubleheader. The Huskies lost the first game 3-1 and the
secondgame6-2.TuesdaySCSUbouncedbackfortwowins75 and 18-8 over Bemidji State.

from McKinney, who went 5 for 6

the, Huskies

Monday aftemOOn,

Kristine While/ST,tFF PH<lTOGRAPHER.

more in the fifth to blowout the
Beavers 18-8.
The Huskies had big games

by Rob LaP/ante
SPORTS EDITOR

pitched to even up his record at 2-2.
Sophomore .pitcher
John
Vollan pitched pitched 2 2/3
scoreless innings to insure the
victory.

The SCSU men's tennis team
has one goal only for this
weekend's
North
Central
Championships, to beat Northern

In game two, the offense
continued right where it ·left off as
S_CSU won the game 7-5 behind ten
more Husky hits.

Colorado.
After finishing second to UNC
~e past two years, SCSU head
coach Jay Schlorf said it's the
:~:p~~~stJ;,~ar to win th e

Flanigan went 2 for 2 SCoring
twice and sophomore infie lder
Mitch Ries also had two hits for the
Huskie~ who improved their record
to 10- I ·
The Huskies will encounter
their first North Central Conference
games of the season when
they host North Dakota State
University
Friday
and
Saturday.
Both days are scheduled
doubleheaders
with
first
pitch scheduled for I p.m.

======================================

"(UNC) beat us last year,"
Schlorf said. 'Tus year, I want
them bad. They only have two
players back off last year's team,
but because they won it last year,
they are still the team to beat"
UNC's only returning starters
off last year's championship squad
are sophomores Todd Edwards and
Brad Brown.
The Huskies have all six starters
off last year's runner-up team. This
season they finished with a record
of 12-7 and cleaned up on
conference opponents going 5-0 in
_theNCC.

Be an SCSU athletic supporter

'

Go TO TENNIS, PAGE 12 •

A Volunteer
Opportunity
Beyond
Compare

gcgu Kick-Off '97
(the first week of Fall Quarter)

needs volunteers who want to...

• Work with new students
• Gain leadership skills
• Enhance their co-curricular
transcript
• Build their resume
• Have fun

Newman Center. The Catholic Church on Campus.
396 First Avenue South

-

M A SS, SATURDAY: 5 : 30 P. M .
SU NDAY : 9 A. M .. 11:15 A. M . & 8 P .M

/nteres;ted in more info?

MASS & EVE NT S IN FORMATION : 251-32 6 1

Contact Univer,ity Organizations@ 255-3004///7/;. Atwood

OFFI CE: 251-12 60

Fliday.° Aprifl!{ 1997
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Women's tennis losses more than just a match
Huskies lose to St. Ben's, then lqse sophorryore captain for this. weekend's NCC Championships .
PY Rob LaP/ante- .
SPORTS EDITOR
Bwn though the SCSQ
women's tennis ream lost.6--3 to the
Collefe o( St Benedict Tuc.sday;
that was just a minor distraclloo
bcadillg into this weekeod's North
Central
Confea:nce
Cllan)pionships.
W-rtb the loss to the Bta,,n ·
'l\lesday,the.Ht,o;Joeslini&be<Jthe
seasoo above .$00 (14-12 o....U)
which was a goal they had set out lb
do since the beginrung of the
season
The JOSS wasn't as big of a
setback as the one they discovered
e.arher in the wed. after finding out

one of ihcir playm bad a family
matter which seenied to
a damp<\'. on the rest'of the

put

team:

=~t~

Despi{e missing a coup,?e of
"The tie brewr (thin! set} wa, weekend nnd he feels the team can
player, for this weekends
"'3lly stressful for_o,!," ~ said. atl3in that goaL
"My first set wen1 wcl1 and then I
"Our goal is to finish second," championship~. Egge. said right
had some probten>s in the seeood Sundby said. ''N
Colorado now the entire team is confident. no
·set BOt, I was happy Wtlh the war I - won the tounwnent last year-pretty matter who plays where in the
, ,,
played in the -tie braking set"
deeisi\'ely ttnd this year they Jiave ,lineup.
tesls."
1,lf everybody piaJ$ the way
The other points came from o. all sixgir1$back. It~s not reali.sdtto
Rued<buscll ·did play in the St 4 iiwtman singles player Danelle think We can heat them, bu\ either they can, we should&> really well,"
Ben's match and I~ bet No. 3 .Peterson's 6-4, 6-9 v,,in and No. 6 Mat)k,ato Stu~ oc (SCSU) should Egge said. "Everybody has
single8 match 3-6, 1-6. .
freshman singles player Mafia. finish second" ·
confidence in lhe team and .
The Women's . cham!)iooship hopefully we can have some Juck
Sophomore Kans.,, Sgge said Ritchie's 2-{i. 64, 6-3 win.
theenun:""'"1-distracted
Sundby SIDd the difference in the kicks off Friday morning at 9 a.m. aod surprise some people.
during the match, espe.ially mmch was the play of SL Ben's in and conclude on Saturday.
Rucdebuscb.
. "(Monday) in ]m!Cti<e'. we got thedoub~play.
"J ,nought we played them a lot
tbebadllCW$~ 1l \\<Uona1J of'?Uf· tpugher th,a "" did bcfo«."
minds oµl there.'' Egge s:tid. "You S\U)dby said. "The difference was
...,Id lell (Ruooebweh) thought, they wen, a tittle more ,killed lhan •
_
Bring this
about it all match and it bad a big
weareinthedoublesplay."
d
affioc! oo Iler play."
Egge got one of the Hu..-:kic$' for
\l,reepou,t,withhe.-6-2,S-7,(7-3)
Oiampionsh,psminu; RUlldeM<h.
your fl1'ght
tiebraklng match wio.
their eaplllin. •
i:osiog Rucdeoosch ..;u all;,i;<)
physical!
"(Sophomore

Sarah)

~

~~adsai~
h<ad cilaCII Lany Sundby. ''Plus,
(Freshman Jenny) Kalpin had ro go
to the bospiaj to undergo some

*

Irr.u- ,~-VO)~t,.i
-- - iL•l§JMffl
.,.i' - - il1
I

Now:~:= '7oc, I
re:::$6~ff I1'
1·
·:="'"-°"'coert•Mll .. I I ■ OCCUPATIONAL I

Tbe differe11ce was they were a little
more skilled than we are in doubles
play.
Larry Sundby .
SCSU W()MliN'S TENNIS COACH

~~';:'::;::'..!~ ,-

.tilt Riledebuseh's No. 3 spot,"
Sundby said. "It ~ill affect us a
little bit Olll there, bu> I thin!: 1he
gjr~willgooutandjustptaygood

lennis."
Sundby said tlie teatn is a;ming
as high as -second place this

MEDICINE
CLINI·c

I-

·1 4180 Thielman Lane • Van
Nostrand,
I
Suite 104•St , Cloud
D ,M.

L.

M.D.

- - -- - - ---(320)251-366:.1
·

~

[!id you know? The U,VVO$iry of Northern Colorado women have been croiwied NCC f:hro,1pions five s/r<1igl.i. )•ears~ while tile LJNC men ltave won it tw&years in a row;

Get I volved in ~tudent Govern me nt
d Be ·
· of Your Sch

, tions
offic . Ap
•As a candidate

y Org;l_ni

·

ril 0, 1997.

one of the two m ndatory meetings on May 1, 10-il a.m.,

or May 2, l
•Voting will be on Tues ay and We9nesday, May 6 &_7.

PAJO FOR BY YOUR STUDENT
ACTIVITV fEE DOU.ARS

~.,.

.... .... ..........,. ......
,. . -.,.. ,
FridafAprii 25,
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Golf teams tee off Eaton
in season opener

1997
PAGE

3

Tamrat Tademe, an SCSU
professor in the Department
SCSU senior Chris Slack, who
Schlorf said he felt the
of Human
Relations,
said
compiled ateam best 15-7 record at competition is down, but there are
MnSCU and Eaton "seem to be
the No. 2 singles spot said the still
a
couple
of
teams
disinterested in the concerns
Huskies should be the team to beat that could cause some problems for
participating were sophomore Mike
siaff_Report
of people of color. He said he
Seiffert and junior Riley Worth.
this weekend.
has not observed a spirit
"For some reason, the past few
"I'm confident and I feel we're
The men's and worrien's golf
The HuSkies will get their
of goodwill on the part of the
the ·top team in the conference," years it has been us and Northem- teams opened their seasons this past chance fo r revenge as they
chancellor in the area of
Slack said. "Northern Colorado is Colorado," Schlorf said.. "Mankato weekend.
tentatively scheduled to have a duel
improving ' the
number
of
the only team to worry about and as could sneak in there, but we played
The men played in southern meet with the Johnnies Tuesday.
minorities " at
the
colleges
long as we're not cocky, we no we them twice this year and beat them Minnesota, on two courses that
and uni versities operated by
Gustavus had the top four
pretty handedly."
have a good chance to win it."
avoided both flood damage and individuals as they ran away with
MnSCU.
The
men's championship
The weekend championship will green damage: LeSuer Country the title at their home invitational, ·
"What we are fighting against is•
matches will begin this Sunday at 9 consist of seven NCC teams Club and Interlaken Golf Club in including tournament medalist
racism," Tademe said to Eaton.
a.m. and will conclude with the including: SCSU, Mankato State, Fainnont. The SCSU team finished Steve Erickson with two-day total
"This is the whole problem. You
Northern Colorado, Augustana, 10th out of 17 teams.
winner crowned on Monday.
claim to have worked on behalf
of 145.
South Dakota
The
of minorities most of your life.
The women traveled out to Eau
Meanwhile, the women were
State University,
We
simply
don't
see
Huskies have - ·
"
Claire to participate in the also busy finishing in the middle of
been
South Dakota
where
you
have
achieved
University of Wisconsin-Eau Claire the pack.
and Morningside ·
competing for
anything
over
the
last
two
Spring Tune-Up. They finished 5th
As at team, they shot 369, 361.
the conference
College.
years
since
you
took
last out of 10 teams.
Mary Suman was low score both
In
office."
end season's
Sophomore Brett Whaley led Saturday and Sunday with scores of
Eaton said she disagreed with
the Huskies, breaking 80 both days. · 89 and 86.
have only won
ffry
championship's,
these sentiments. She said
"For our first tournament we did
five
titles.
UNC finished He shot 77 at LeSuer CC and 79 at
increasing
the
number
Augustana ·
first with . 50 Interlaken GC. Freshman Ed really well," Suman said . "We
of people of color in all
College
has
points,
SCSU O'Donnell als6 broke 80 00th days, improved Cight strokes from the
levels
of
the
MnSCU
Jason
Muhl
•
first day to the second day. Some of
won the most
was second with shooting 78, 79.
system has been one of her
SCSU SENIOR
Redshirt
freshman Travis us hadn't even played a round ·yet.
titles with ten,
37 and Mankato
goals as chancellor.
fo llowed by
was third with DeBoer shot 80-79 for the Huskies We just started hitting outside."
The conference was only a
UNC
with
21.
third low score. DeBoer was not
On Saturday Jessica Simonson
begill!ling, Johnson said. He said
Being
the pleased
eight.
The
with
the
Huskies was close behind Suman with a 9 1.
he
hoped
to
sec
more
Huskies last won the title in 1994.
Huskies have the most returning performance.
On Sunday, Missy Resse.t added
conferences dealing with this
Senior Jason Muhl was one of siarters
and
the
most
topic.
·
'Tus is the first time since I an 88 , Stacy Busta added a 93, and
three Huskies who were around experienced
team
in
the remember that we have been beaten Wanda Steinberg a 94 to go with
"Cultural
diversity
must
when the Huskies last won it in tournament this season, Schlorf said by St. John's," DeBoer said, Suman's 86.
become a top priority of MnSCU,"
I994 and Muhl said he wants to win he like his chances of winning a ~!tng to the Johnnies 9th place
Johnson said. "We here at
The
Lady Huskies
next
it bad in his senior season.
title.
SCSU
will
do
everything
~ournament is the Mankato
"Me, Slack and (senior Brent)
"Lately, I have seen a lot of good
within our power to bring that
He added, "We haven't been Invitational. Friday they will play~
Feddema, were in our first year leadership from Slack, Muhl and
about."
playing . . We've had basically no Waseca and Saturday at Mankato.
when we last won -it and I didn't Freske," Schlorf
said. , "I'm
practice because (St. Cloud)
The women's program is
plat that much that year because I pretty sure those guys will bring us
Country Club was not open."
coached by Anne Theis and the
was hurt," Muhl said. "I just want to a title."
The other two Huskies men's team by Brett Petersen
end my senior year as a winner."

scsu.

;::~;~;t;:;d

I just want to
Senior year as
a winner.

Take This Job And Love It!
Aria Communications, a direct marketing company with the personal touch,
is your key to an exciting and fulfilling job opportunity. We provide a fun,
energetic learning environment for our callers representing non-profit and
for-profit organizations nationally.
Aria c~lers experience:
")
• Flexible scheduling
• Early evening shifts
• No cold calling
,
.
• Competitive hourly wage PLUS performance based bonuses
• Paid orientation and training
•
• Competitive benefits, including 40 l (k) and our Earning & Learning program
Contim.,1.ous ·training
• Personal and professional growth in our fun and supportive environment
If you are a goal-oriented team player with strong communication skills and
a desire to enjoy your work,
Call Us!
259-5206
•

7

•
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Meatless eating is a healthy and acceptedlifestyle
choice which is now liberating many, young and old

Scott Anderson _,

Vegetarianism has been around
for centuries and recently has been
recognized as beneficial by more
people.

fat.
"It may or may not be low in fat,
depending on how it's planned," she
said.
If planned correctly, which
means eating low-fat dairy
products, vegetarian diets can
help
people
with
weight management.
"It's a good way for
people. to
combat
eating
disorders and still eat healthy,"
said Mayer.
As far as vegetarian food
options go, there are several
right at a students' fingertips, near
and around campus.
·
Each day, Garvey Commons
features a variety of vegetarianfriendly foods, including a
meatless
en tree,
pasta,
a
meat-free pizza choice, as
well as the old standby, the salad

Some experts in the field of
nutrition explain why more people

are choosing a meatless path.
"I see a large number or college
students trying a vegetarian option,"
said Mary O'Flaherty, the district
dietitian for Aramark.
According to O'Flaherty, this
does not mean all cows can breath a
sigh of relief.
She explained most students are
semi-vegelarians - they cut down
on red meat, but do not eliminate it
altogether.
'The semi-vegetarian choice is
becoming
quite
popular,"
O'Flaherty explained.
There are a few strict
vegetarians. These are people who
eat only organically grown foods
and nothing that comes from
an animal, including dairy products.
Steve Mayer, co-owner of the
Body Shop Gym in St. Cloud, said
there are many reasons people
become vegetarians.
Some do it for religious
reasons, others because of allergies, .
because .of man-made chemicals
and additives and still others who
have simply had bad experiences
with meat.
Another
larg~
reason
people choose not to eat meat
is for health reasons.
"More and more people are
discovering the health benefits
of vegetarianism," O'Flaherty
explained.
There are many heaJth benefits
resulting from sticking to a
vegetarian diet regimen. These
include reduced risk ·for cancer,

including pasta, cereals, and
beans.
'1f one is an educated vegetarian
and
knows
how
to
plan their diet, the negative effects
will be minimal," O'Flaherty
said.
.One myth the dietiti~
would like to lay to rest is
that vegetarian diets are low in

bM.

heart disease and lower cholesterol.
Also, those who use soy
products
are
getting
vital
antioxidants and higher amounts of
fiber.
Mayer rx:>inted out the negative
effects of vegetarianism. The

most obvious is vegetarians
do not always get needed
protein.
"You don't see a lot of
vegetarian txxly-builders," Mayer
said. "They' re usually full of
carbohydrates, but not a lot of

protein."
In order to get this necessary
protein, vegetarians should eat
low-fat dairy products and
eggs. Strict vegetarians usually
get their protein and vitamins
from
whole-grain
products,

"What people choose really
depends on what level of vegetarian
they are," O'Flaherty said.
Garvey recently s.witched to
cooking with all vegetable-based
oils,
benefiting
not
only
vegetarians, but all diners.
Another recent trend is fast-food
restaurants catching on to the
vegetarian craze. Many now offer
veggie subs, meatless tacos and
veggie burgers.
The world is becoming much
more accepting of vegetarianism
and the idea has become
glamorized by Hollywood stars.
Before entering into the vegetarian
way of life O'Aaherty suggests
consulting a registered dietitian and
making a plan to ensure all
nutritional needs are met.

First titne for Fiesta Grande
La Raza College Day comes to fruition after much hard work by MEChA and others .
by Muriah Miller
STAFF WRITER

Good food, Latin music, pifiatas and
diverse company.
These all describe the first Fiesta Grande
that will
take place Friday on
La Raza College Day at SCSU.
The event is not just a.party.
It signifies major changes happening on
campus and in the community. For
several years, people have been working to
make La Raza College Day happen and
this week it will.
The purpose of this day will be
to offer Chicano and Latino high school
students an opportunity to experience a
university
setting
so
higher
education is considered as an option in
life.
.
"What this day represents is a
historical
moment;
work
from
Mexicanos and Chicanos before us opened

the
doors
to
make
this
event
possible," said senior Je~ L6pez of
MEChA.
High school studellts from across the
Midwest will be arriving in St. Cloud on
Friday to take part in the festivities as well as
college students
and members of
the community.
The
Fiesta
Grande will kick
off with
opening
reception with
music provided
by the band
Winay
Taki,
which
plays
Andean music.
The
main
attraction
of
·•
Fiesta Grande is a
band originating

in •
Minnesota, "Latin Sounds," will perform
after the meal, playing Latino music as well
as various Central American styles.
"It sounds like an excellent op!X)rtunity
to have some fun and experience diversity

Wh~ this day represents is a
historical moment; work from
Mexicanos.and Chicanos before us
opened doors to make this event
possible.
,Jerry Lopez
MECHA

for a good cause," commented freshman
Kristi Blake.
f
A fundraiser will be going on throughout
the night.
The goal is to provide four $600
scholarships beginning Fall 1997.
All of the contributions will help' the
MEChA/La Raza scholarship become closer
to reality. The focus of the scholarship will be
"using
education
to
benefit
the
community"
"The Fiesta Grande is something
to celebrate. It establishes a new
relationship
between
school
and
community. We would like to make SCSU a
legitimate
choice
for
Mexicano,
Chicano and Latino students," L6pez
said.
The Fiesta Grande will take place on
Friday, April 25 in the main gymnasium in
Halenbeck Hall at 6 p.m. 1he live bands will
start at 9 p.m. and the event will last until I
a.m .. Admission is free to SCSU students.
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Student seeks book donations
PHOTO AND STORY

by Julia Peterson
PHOTO EDITOR

Big goals are accomplished-through small
steps. An SCSU student from South Africa is
helping dismantle the remnants of Apartheid
with a small project.
Sithembele Msaseni is a graduate student
from Port Elizabeth University, in Port
Elizabeth, South Africa. He is an SCSU
student in a special studies program with
emphasis on international and general
business. He is from Cape Town, South
Africa.
SCSU received a letter requesting

donations of resources from the University of
Western Cape in Bellville, South Africa at the
end of 1996.
Msaseni said the University of Western
Cape historically has few resources.
''They have 10 to 15,000 students and
there are cases of five professors sharing one
book for their classes," Msaseni said.
'They were so underfunded from the
Apartheid government that they are having a
hard time getting resources," Msaseni said.
Msaseni said traditionally there have been
three categories of universities in South
Africa: white-English-speaking, whiteAfrikaans-speaking, and black.
•
''The University of Western Cape is still
all -black. The transition between the
apartheid government and the goVemment
under (Nelson) Mandela is a miracle, but the
black schools are still severely underfunded,"
Msaseni said.
.
Grad student Andile Mbeki graduated in
1989 from the Algoa College of Education in
South Africa and graduated from the
(!niversity of Port Elizabeth in 1996. His
degrees are for. teaching the equivalent of
middle school in South Africa.
Mbeki said he and Msaseni work joint!)'
on projects, but Msaseni heads this one
because Mbeki is heavily involved with his
own work.
Mbeki explained why this project is
especially important for the University of
Western Cape.
"Historically, so-called black universities
in South Africa were not given a fair amount
of supplies from the Apartheid government,

NEED

3K1E?
Rduertising here!
255-3943 ·

and they were not supported by the private
sector," Mbeki said.
'These so-called black institutions were
more oriented towards the social sciences
than math and technology. 11tls produ'ced
highly competent social and political leaders,
who played a vital role in the political
transformation of South Africa, but prevented
black students from advancing in
technology," Mbeki said.
"For these reasons we· are especially
interested in providing materials in the math,
science, and technology fields. This is our
main·appeal," Mbeki said.
Mbeki said he and Msaseni are going to
the Minnesota chapter Fulbright conference
on May 3 in St. Joseph, where they will make
an appe,al for materials.
The letter from University of Western
Cape was first sent to ·Sponsored Progr~s.
where assistant vice president for research
and faculty development Jill Ciliberto then
sent it to African Student Association, when
Msaseni took over the project.
Msaseni said he and Mbeki feel
responsible for this pioject due to their roles
as student ambassadors to South Africa.•
"We are student ambassadors for South
Africa. We play a crucial role in opening
communication lines between South Africa
and the rest of the world," Msaseni said.
The coordinator for acquisitions in
Learning Resouces Services Phylli~ LaCroix
said she was contacted by Jill Ciliberto in
Sponsored Programs early last fall, but since
LRS is not weeding books at this time thci
have nothing to donate.
"We' re not weeding because the emphasis
of the library has changed considerably this
year. We are considered a central Minnesota
library resource, so we have to disperse
information tO many different libraries,"
LaCroix said. LaCroix said the Central
Minnesota Libraries Exchange, which worlcs
out of the building, also needs resources.
Since LRS has lost employees this year due
to downsizing, they haven't had employees
with time to do a thorough weeding, LaCroix
said.
According .to Msaseni, the political
science department has donated a few books
and Sister Stefanie Weisgram at the College
of St. Benedict and St. Jo~'s University

Japan :J.../Jgfit '9 7

Graduate student Stthembele Msaseni is collecting underutilized books and
materials for the University of Westem Cape in Bell.ville, South Africa.
donated about 35 books. Msaseni has also
obtained about 40 books from the book
exchange this fall and has a contract to
receive more books from the exchange next
year. ,,.,
"I will continue to collect as long as they
need me to," Msaseni said.
Weisgram, the collection development
librarian at both the College of St. Benedict
and St. John's University, said the boo~ she

gave to Msaseni and Mbeki were mostly
theology. She estimated if they were sold to a
book dealer they would be worth at-least $75.
"I like doing things like this. We get a lot
o_( requests like Msaseni's asking for
materials, but his made me want to help right
away," Weisgram said.
Any students, faculty, organizations, or
departments interested in donating books or
other lea ming 11UJterials can contact Msaseni
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'Grosse' humor targets _c rime genre
by Jason Lethert
FILM CRITIC

girl (Minnie Driver) he stood up
for the prom 10 years ago.
·
· Driver is just one in a great
supporting cast' with funny
vignettes scattered throughout the
film. Allan Arkin heads the list as
Blank's therapist. He is terrified of
Blank and continuously asks him
to quit coming to sessions.
Also, Jeremy Pivcn, who's
finding much work as a character
actor these days, has a funny scene
as a loser trying to kiss up to
the home coming queen at the
reunion. But the best supporting
role is that of Dan Ackroyd
("Blues Brothers") as Grocer, a
competing hitman who's after
Blank for "stealing" his Grosse
Pointe assassination. Grocer is
also after Blank because Blank
won't join the assassin's union
Grocer is forming. One of the
funniest scenes has Grocer
and Blank trying to secretly keep a
gun on each other while
ordering breakfast in a
restaurant.
Cusack started his career like
many young actors in the 80s, in
teen comedies. But Cusack has
always had a strong sense of
quality, and even some of his
earlier films were distinctive and
original.
One of his earliest "Better Off
Dead" was a hilarious outing, far
above par for films of that type.
In the acclaimed "8 Men Out",
written by John Sayles, Cusack

into a shoot-out in his old house
which has been turned into a
convenience store.
During the crossfire, a stand up
poster of "Pulp Fiction" is
shredded by bullets.
The film is filled with

m..

John Cusack has had an
amazing career. He never reached
heartthrob status like Keanu.
Reeves or Brad Pitt. He's never

like
Charlie
They
to a
really.
been inSheen.
a big hit
simi.laralmost
ironicbuild
moments.
Still, he's flourished
surreal level. For
in Hollywood without
example, when Blank
sellfng out.
tries to relate hiS feelings
His latest movie
·
to his therapist. Scenes
"Grosse Poime Blank"
"-~'
like this punctuate the
is another reason why
~
absurdity of the original
he's one of the most
premise - a killer who's
respected young actors
,
,"
a nonnal guy and has a
in Hollywood.
·
·
heart of gold.
"Grosse Pointe Blank" is a dark
So the film does start like so
comedy that sends up the crime
many of this genre do- with a
genre that has proliferated since
genuinely nice killer (he doesn't
"Pulp Fiction."
ki ll innocents).
Martin Blank (Cusack) is an
This is one of the standard
assassin with an otherwise goodbasics - so the character can be the
natured personality.
hero of the story. But "Grosse
·
Blank's business life is getting
Pointe Blank" sheds all of the
increasingly difficult. After a
glamorous Hollywood-ization of
botched hit, he gets pushed into an
the job and integrates it into a
assassination in his hometown,
nonnal life. Blank appears to have
Grosse Pointe, on the same
had a relatively nonnal life until he
weekend as his 10-year high
disappeared from high school,
school reunion. When he gets to
enlisted in the military and
Grosse Pointe, he also has lo
eventually moved into his current
contend with a hit man afler Blank job.
who is in retaliation for a past job,
So, as the weekend approaches,
and a pair of G-men from the
Blank's anxiety builds because of
Justice Department.
the stress of deciding what he'll
The movie is a biting send-up
tell. people he does for a living and
of the gangster genre. In one
· seeing old classmates.
deliciously ironic scene, Blank gets
One of those old classm!l'CS is a
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Fifty ~ears ago,-Svoray's parents

«i?

to have their son return to Gerrriany to

,.~
Authoruf l!!

investigate their newest nigh!_m ar e, the

Hitler 's Shaduw

~ escapea th,Lborrors of the H;olocaust, o~yr

done right, do it yourself. Well,
Cusack took that to heart, as he
was one of the co-wrilers on the
film. Cusack has developed a
reputation for avoiding cookie
cutter "vehicle" films which try to
make a quick buck off of a star's
bankability. ~ck doesn't play
that game.
That's wh'y "Grosse Pointe
Blank" is refreshing new comedy,
and also why I'm looking forward
to his next project.
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6T. CLOUD
28 Fifth Ave. South
St. Cloud, Minn. 56301

(320)251-2569

We 12Y.'l and sell used
Compact Discs
Cassettes
Videos
Leather Jackets

Hours:
Mon. - Fri. IO a.m - 9 a.m.
S at. 10 a.m. - 8 p.m.
S un. 1t·a.m_.- 6p.m.

Hotottt1re wire...
Gvnpus}Vlanagement is now
renting apartments for the 1991-98
school year.
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played the touching role of
"Shoeless" Joe Jackson
Cusack's career got a big boost
with 'The Grifters,'' directed by
Stephen Frears. This tale of con
artists and OOUble crossing
criminals is almost the mirror
opposite of"Gros.se Pointe Blank."
He was elevated to leading man
status with that wry noir.
Still, Cusack doesn't just jump
at the easy money. He recently
turned down a role in the big
·
blockbuster "Apollo 13" because
he disagreed with the nationalistic
politics of the film. Now that's a
guy who doesn't want to sell out.
Cusack wants to keep doing
entertaining, original films. Like
they say • if you want something

.

...We now return to

our regularly scheduled
program.

and The Goos

Neo-Nazis.
Svoray, a former ls~aeli comman.

QfH~ai l i

do and detective in the Israeli Central
Police Comma nd, used his undercover
_''-,

skills

~

./'

infiltrate the Neo-Nazis as " Ron

'

Furey/' ~ ~ meric3n N~z_!,sympathizer
0

~and supP2,rl~.- H,_cam e io,cootact with
"key' Nazi leaders and learned their
\.,
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he HBO film "The Infiltrator" featuring
Svoray's expIOits will be shown il1)he Atwood
Theater April '29 at 2 p.m. and May 1 at 4 p.m •
The film is free.
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EDITORIAL

Last call and bar
closing time
should be spaced
further apart
The good times roll by at the local and downtown bars every
evening as the clock's hands slide from the unlocking of the
doors to the magic hour of last call. In a nightly ritual, bar-

goers consuine beverages, enjoy bands, sample appetizers, play .
at billiards and meet new friends. As time grows short, most bar
patrons try to get a few extra drinks down before last call is
announced at l am.
The official bar closing time is 2 a.m., but generally shortly
before that time bar staffs begins to herd the drunk and
socializing multitudes out onto the curb.
Immediately after the crowds slam their final purchases and
shuffle into the streets or rriill around the mall
exchanging phone numbers and goodbyes, some choose to
climb into cars and drive home - especially during the frosty
winter months.
'
In addition to the mass exodus of people from the bars,
police forces peruse the streets to keep the order. Countless
fender benders and OWis and other violations occur at this
time.
These violations get expensive and are troublesome. A night
of fun downtown is not especially complemented by a ticket or
an arrest.
Not one person in college can afford the extra dollars
required to satisfy such a fine - more than likely they just spent
the evening relaxing with friends after several hours of working
to pay rent, tuition, food and book bills.
·
One way these problems could be prevented is to increase
the time between last call and when patrons are shown the door
and left sitting on the curb - even 30 minutes would be better
than the seemingly immediate shut down.
It is reasonable and understandable for bar employees to
want to finish with their clean-up and closing duties and go
home.
However, giving customers a few more minutes to sober up
and detennine how to safely get home would prevent unsafe
driving, hasty decisions and expensive mistakes.
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Cruise gives exciting break
Cruise was unexpected vacation and welcomed surprise
My adventure started in
early March when a visit to
DeSoda's resulted in a cruise
to the Bahamas.
Wednesday evenings were
the night to go dancing and
register t.o win an all-expense
paid cruise.
I walked into the
bar with a few coworkers and was
greeted by a

DeSoda's employee
who told us to fill
out a card with
demographic
information.
Not knowing why, I tossed
my name in a glass bowl a
few moments before DeSoda's
did the drawing for the cruise.
During a game of JX)OI, my
name was called along with
two others. At this point, I had
only won the opportunity to
race two people in opening a
suitcase and putting on all its
contents before the two others.
After winning the suitcase
race, two previous suitcase
race winners and I chose from
three bpxes. A Hawaiian lei
would indicate the winner of
the cruise.
When the other two
finalists opened their boxes
and found door prizes, I knew
my box contained the winning
lei.
With little to do the next
day, my co-workers decided I
needed a few more beverages

while crew members ensured
to celebrate my victory.
Excited about the trip, it
that guests hacl only the best '' ''"
was difficult to focus on work dinner experience.
and school for the next few
The ''M.S Fantasy" docked
weeks.
on the island of Nassau in the
We arrived in Orlando, Fla Bahamas early the next day.
While in Nassau, we toured
on the early mid-April
morning to board the the island with passengers we
Carnival cruise ship
met along the way. I was
shocked to see cars driving on
in Port Canaveral.
The "M.S. Fantasy"
the other side of the road. The
had more than 2,000 drivers in Nassau are more
passengers aboard.
aggressive than Minnesotans.
We were greeted by
In Minnesota, pedestrians
920 crew members,
always have the right away. In
Nassau, I made sure I was no
ready to cater to
every passenger.
where near the street when
After recovering from seacars were coming. Drivers just
sickness, we explored the
honked expecting pedestrians
to move out of their way
gigantic ship observing
everything from
because they
a gym with
"
kept on going.
personal trainers
F 9 .F
Later in the
day, we took a
and massage
smaller ship out
therapists to the
Holding on to to the Blue
Universe Lounge
their strong fins, Lagoon Island
where nightly
Broadway shows
the dolphins and went
swimming with
were held.
carried us with the dolphins in
Dinner was a
the aqua-blue
seven course
the current,
meal served one
passing by an Caribbean water.
Holding on to
course at a time.
array offish their strong fins,
The first night, I
couldn't eat
and stingrays. the dolphins
carried us with
another morsel
the current, swimming past an
after the third course and I
hadn't even had the main
array of fish and stingrays.
My trip to the Bahamas
course.
The atmosphere was formal was a time to get away and
where only tuxedos and
relax while enjoying the finer
formal dresses were allowed,
things life has to offer.
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Housing
1'S ANO 2'S NEEDED
to fill four-bdnn. apts. and houses.
Heat pd., dishwasher, micro., A/C.

Classifieds

1·BDRM. APT AVAILABLE NOW.
$380/month. Heat, water, garbage,
parking included. Located on
campus bus line. 654-8300.

buildings. EPM, 251-6005.

1-BORM. APTS.
starting June. 259-9434.

1, 2 ANO 3-BORM. APTS.
$285-$375. Three month summer
lease. located on Campus Clipper

S$$1-I-BORM. APTS.
and efficiencies. $199-$260. Off·
street parking, $15. 259-4841.

Summer

and

fall.

Maintained

bus route.
Michigan
Apartments. 654-8300.

Place

1, 2, 3 ANO 4-BORM. APTS.
available summer only. Dishwasher,
micro., NC, free parking, campus
close. EPM, 251-6005.

1-1-BORM.,APTJ
summer. lease. $115/mo. includes
basic cable, D.W., A/C, microwave. -.
Close to campus, shopping, bus line
and entertainment. Call today! 2599673.

1, 2, 3 ANO 4-BDRM. APTS.
Great amenities, close in location.
Riverside, 251-8284, 251-9418.

1 OR 2-BORM. APT.
available now. $420-$485/month.Heat inch.ides. On-site laundry,
located on campus bus line. 654-

1, 2, 3 ANO 4-BORM. APTS.
Summer discounted rents, June,
July and August. $260-$375. Low
security deposit. 654-8300.

8300.

1 ANO ONLY PLACE TO RENT
for fall 1997. $185/month. Includes
heat, water, garbage and basic
cable. Under new management.

Close to campus: Limited access
building. High Point Apartments.
259-9673.
1·BDRM. APT.
$260/month. June, July and August.
SE side, parking, laundry. Call
S~aron, 654·8300.

.A. . /Out the Perks
Yat Cam'.1;1us Place
Apartments.
Now .R¢nting
3 and'4d3RMApts.
Witl'iin,wa)ki»gJ)istance
to Cruijvus
·

Amenities lnclude:
· • Free off~stieelpaj-king
• Free $50 gift e;ertjficate
from coboms
• Free hea\ w;atei, and ·
garilal!f

,

• Free s½>r~eJaiag~ for
bikes

•Free,study room-on,our 3
bedroom µpartmen1$
• Garages and.tuck under
availal>le;

Other Amehities Include:
• On sigbt
• Gontrolle,d ~1¥e5+

I•"~ ,

• Di~hWashers, microwaves,
-AIC. and rnini""hlihds
$199 per pers6n on 4 BRM's
$249 per person·-on:3 BRM's

AlsoRentlng f6r Summer
per yeri!on

Startinlj;a($_f25

251.:2000

1 STOP SHOPPING.
Variety of apartments. 1-4-bdrm.
Close to campus, bus line, parking,
on-site laundry. Call Sharon, 654-

8300.
2, 3, and 4-BORM.
apts. for summer only.259-9434.
2·BDRM. APT. 'S49~0NTH.
Heat, water, garbage included, onsite laundry., located on bus line.
654·8300.
'
2-BORM. AP'(S.
$280-$325.
Summer
lease.
Volleyball court, picnic tables, onsite laundry. Call today," limited
availability. 654-8300.
2·BDRM. '$275/MONTH.
3 month summer lease. Close to
campus, on-site laundry. 654-8300.
2·BDRM. APTS.
Close to SCSU, two, three, four
persons. Heat paid. Riverside
Property, 251-8284, 251-9418.
3-BORM.APT.
1 or 2 bath. $360-$375. June, July
and Au_gust. A.C., on-site laundry.
654-8300.
3 MONTH SUMMER LEASE.
$115/month, June-August. A/C,
DW., microwave, mini-blincfs. High
Point Apartments. 259-9673.
4-BORM. APTJ$295/MONTH.
June, July and August. Basic cable
included, microwave, DW, AC, miniblinds. High Point Apartments, 2599673.
4-BORM. APT.
available fall. New carpet, fresh
_paint. 259-9434.
$115/MONTH.
June, July, & August. A/C, "D.W.,
microwave, mini-blinds, huge bath.
259-9673.
·
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$29~0NTH, SUMMER,
two-bdrm. apts., University and
Southview,
large
bedrooms,
reasonable rates for fall. Heat paid.
Riverside Property, 251-8284, 2519418.
S300/MONTH-I-BDRM. APT.
Large apartment close to campus.
Three month summer lease. Close
to campus. 654·8300.
710APTS.
Three-bdrm., $570. Nine month
lease. Electric Heat., free parking.
Dan, 255·9163.

Riverside Real Estate
presents

'the Jinest in Student Housing
without spending a lot of green
Enjoy our superb locations; close to campus and
downtown! No need to drive or bus! Just rent from us!
✓ Reserved Parking
✓ DishwasheIS
✓ Security
✓ Utilities Paid

1, 2, 3, 4 br. apts.

/lJC FOR SUMMER!!
$115/mo .. for June, July & August.
Large rooms, modem kitchen
complete with D.W., microwave, lots
of cabinets. 259-9673.

-ALL YOUR HOUSING NEEDS:
251-1814.
AMENITIES PLUS.
University North, two, three and
four-bdrm., decks, heat paid,
dishwashers, A/C, one and a haH
baths. Riverside Property, 251'8284, 251-9418.

1

Single and Double Rooms
Not all properties have all the above amenities

229 Fifth Ave. S. Next to Kinkos

parking, one year lease. References
required. For appt., 259-4039.

AVAILABLE:
Efficiencies/studio/single rooms.
Call Campus Management, 2511814.

'!llkeside

AVAILABLE SUMMER ANO
fall. Private rooms and four-bdnn.
apts., heat paid, dishwasher, micro.,
NC., campus close. 251-6005.

HOUSEPAINTERS

BALCONIES FOR SUMMER!
$290-$325. June, July and August.
On-site laundry, bus line. 654·8300.

Ji:h1~
NOW HIRING IN
THE TWIN CITIES

Great Full-time
Summer Job
Opportunities
• Crew man11gers & painters needed

• Excellent pay & incentives
• Four day work week

• No experience necessary
• Paid training
• Year-round employment opportunities

(612) 942-9709

✓ Garages and Decks
✓ Air Conditioners
✓ Microwaves
✓ Laundry Facilities

BEACHWOOD.
One-bdmt apts. available now and
nd
9~~~ Cobom's a d.t. Dan,

fs1_

BEACHWOOD.
One-bdrm . . apts. near d.t. and
Cobom's. Nine or twelve month
leases. Heat paid. Suminer leases
avail. Dan, 255·9163.
BENTONWOOO.
5/1 and 6/1. One and two-bdrm.
apts. SE St. Cloud, jnct. hwy. 10 and
23. Dan, 255-9163.

251-8284

CEDAR SQUARE EAST.
Special: one month free. One-bdrm.
$390, 1wo-bdnn. $410-$445. Lots of
amenities including pool. On clipper
blls line. 251-3617.

CHARLAMAINE APrs.
1997 summer's best choice. Across
from SCSU! Attractive, clean, quiet,
smoke-free, well cared for building
with classic design. New unit and
common area carpet. Practical price
and more perks like sun decks,
whirlpool spa, reserved heated
parking, dishwasher, microwaves.
Summer rentals include garage or

~ ~~s~~e~

i~~~~~

6fa~~~~ge!p~~r
special). Tour us b/4 u make your
choice! Call 240-0234 to take a look.

CHECK IT OUT!!
Nice properties, great locations. 4,
5, 6 avenues, one block to campus.
Newly remodeled. EFFICIENCY, 12
month, $345/mo. TWO-BDRM.

m!·e!~t;~~~:75${ii\:i~

THREE-BDRM. APTS. 12 month,
$225 each. Fall $255 each, summer
$135 each. ROOMING HOUSE.
Nine-bdrms, ten people. 12 month
$215, fall $245; summer $125. Star
Properties. Phone 267-3291 or 2551274, Greg.

BENTONWOOO.
APTS.
Rooin and efficiencies. Summer, Two-bdrm. apts. SE St. Cloud on
$99 per month, fall, starting at $169. bus line. $375-$400, twelve month
$185?
per month. Three and four-bdrm. lease. $425-$450, nine month
COLLEGEVIEW.
That's right! Only $185/month. available. Select Properties, 253- lease. Jnct. Hwy. 10 and 23. Dan, Four-bdrm. near Hockey Center.
255-9163.
lndividual lease ·4-bdr-m. apt. · 1164. Sign now and save.
· Heat paid, .$199 fall, $109 summer,
Perfect for your group of 3 or 4. A/C,
djshwashers. 251·8284, 251-9418.
BRIDGEPORT.
ATTRACTIVE FOUR-BDRM.
D.W., Microwaves, large bath,
modern kitchen. Close to campus! apts. Eight locations, close to Three-four-bdrm. near Halenbeck.
COLLEGIATEVIEW.
showers,
dishwashers, Summer only. Two-bdrm. apts.
Perfect for your 1997·98 housing SCSU, heat paid,· dishwashers, Two
needs. 259-9673.
garages, Excel Prop. Mgmt. 251· microwaves, security. Heat paid. $250. Spacious, near Hockey
Results,
253-0910.
6()()5.
Center. Dan, 255-9163.
$185/MONTH • FALL '97.
CAMPUS EAST.
Single room in al 4-bdrm. apt.
AVAILABLE 611.
CONVENIENT HOUSES,
Large
four-bdrms.
with
two
full·
Includes heat, water, garbage. Basic Large three-bdrm. near downtown.
close to SCSU and downtown,
cable included also!!! Call today • Hardwood floors, very quiet. ba"ths. Extra storage. Dishwashers, tocked bdrms., heat paid, spacious.
259-9673,
$865/month. Includes heat, electric, garages, security. Heat paid. Riverside Property. 251-8284, 251Results, 253-0910.
9418.
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complete selection for you. Dan,
255-9163,

FINEST IN
AFFORDABLE
STUDENT
HOUSING
Now leasing
single rooms and 4
bedroom apartments
for summer and fall.

• 1V & phone jac
· all bdrrns.
• Parking, carports,
garbages
• Dishwashers
• Microwaves, &. more

Call 251-6005

NOW LEASING
SUMMER! .

DUPLEXthree-bdrm., $200E. shared, res.
neighborhood near campus. BUs
line, quiet family environment, nonsmoke, laundry, D.W. Available 6/1,
fall. Virginia, 255-0479.

cable paid.
Properties.

EFFICIENCIES
and one-bdrm. apts., close to
downtown and SCSU. Many extras.
Riverside Property, 251-8284, 2519418.

FOUR-BDRM.,
close to campus. Microwave, NC,
laundry facilities, garages and
parking available. $11 O summer,
$220 fall. 253-1320.

EFRCIENCY APT. FOR RENT
near SCSU. Summer, fall. Call Matt
at 253-5787, mornings.

FOUR-BDRM. HOUSE, FEMALES
located on 13th Ave. S. Bdrms.
remaining: 1-$200/mo., 1-$240/mo.
Everything included. Available
summernall. Call (320) 654-6742.

EFFiCIENCY APTS.
Three and twelve month leases
starting June 1. 400+ sq. ft., heat
pd., m~ro., NC. EPM, 251-6005.

FEMALES:
private rooms in a two-bdrm. apt.
Summer, fall. Utilities pd., laundry,
parking. 251-4605.
FEMALES:
Private rooms in two and three•
bdrm. apts. for summer and fall.
Utilities paid, laundry, parking, clean,
quiet. 253-0451.
FEMALE SUBLEASER WANTED
starting fall for three-bdrm. apt. Paid
heat electric, cable and parking. For
info. call Theresa, 202-1905.
FIVE-BDRM. HOUSE
to share. One room open, available
immediately.
Free
parking,
washer/dryer. Call nmothy, 2550870.
FOUR-BDRM APlS.
in newer b!dgs. Heat paid,
dishwasher, micro., A/C, campus
close, Excel Prop. Mgmt. 251-6005.
FOUR-BDRM. APTS.
Many styles and locations. Heat and

253-1154,

Select

FOUR-BDRM. APTS.:
Summer, $125nall, $218. Call today,
251-1814,

GARAGE AVAIL
at 627 7th Ave. S. Summer, fall.
$40/month. 253-1610.
,
HALENBECK APTS.
Private rooms in large, two bath
apts. Still have fall openings. No
roomies? We specialize in matching
people that don't have group of four.
259-0977.
HIGH POINT APARTMENTS.
Under new mgmt., dishwasher,
microwave, large rooms, AJC,
minlblinds. Fall rate-$185/person.
Summer rate-$115/person. Includes
heat, water and garbage. 259-9673.
HOT SUMMER'DEALS.
One-bdrm., $275/m., two-bdrm.,
$150/m., three-bdrm., $109/m. and
four-bdrm., $99/m. 253-1154.
HOUSE FOR RENT.
Located on 5th Ave., near SCSU. 10
bdrms-three bathrooms, off-street
parking, all uMities included. Call
240-3554.
HOUSES, APT. HOUSES,
apt. buildings. We have the most

j
H
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For infom,ation
call
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showers, dishwashera, microwaves,
security. Heat paid: Results, 253·
0910.

HOUSES FOR RENT
summer/fall. 11-bdtm., 4 bathSUBLET SPECIALS.
ONE AND TWO-BDRM. APTS.
Large four-bdrm units one block
$2300, 4+bdmt, 2 balh-$1120, 6bdrm., 2 barth-$1550, Some util. · Available summer and fall. Great from new library site on 4th Ave.
paid. 251-7742.
summer discounts. Call Apartment Dishwashers, micros, security, heat
Finders, 259-4040.
paid.
Results
Property
HOUSES.
Management. 253-0910.
Only five left. Seven, nine, ten,
ONE-BDijM. APT.,
SUMMER & FALL
eleven and twelve-bdrm. houses. summer only. Laundry, no PEllS.
'97-98 school year. Two and fourGreat locations. Spacious. Heat $195/mo. 253-5340.
paid. Dan, 255-9163.
bdrm. apts. locateO in a house.
$210-$255. All .utilities except
PARK SOUTH APT'S.
LANCASTER PLACE.
All amentties. Two, three, four room electric. 259-9283, 252-6697. Call
Luxury off-campus living starting at units available. The price is right. 259-9283, 252-6697.
an affordable price, $210/person. Pillar Property Management. 259Spacious two and three-bdrm. apts., 4259.
SUMMER ONLY.
modem light oak cabinets, window
Houses and apts. Great locations.
Dan, 255-9163.
furnishings, dishwashers, controlled
PRIVATE ROOMS
entries, attractive grounds, laundry in four-bdrm. apts. close to campus
THREE-BDRM. APT.
on each floor, garages and plug-ins for summer and fall. Includes heat,
available. 252-201'.Xl
dishwasher, microwave, A/C, mini- in a house. Laundry, n6 pets. 253blinds, laundry. Yearly rates 5340.
available. Campus Quartera, 575
LARGE SINGLE ROOM
THREE-BDRM.
with private bathroom and A/C for 7th St. S. 252-9226.
double wide mobile home. 15 min.
the older student. Utilities included.
PRIVATE ROOMS
. from campus. Save money. $9900.
706 6th Ave. S. 252-9226.
in four-bdrm. apts. Heat paid, well Call Mark or Jon, 240-8281.
LARGE, TWO-BDRM. APT.
maintained btQgs., eight locations,
Free · off-street parking, laundry, close to campus, dishwashers, TWO AND THREE-BDRM. APTS.
microwave, newly remodeled, near parking, laundry, Excel Prop. Mgmt. Summer and fall. Call Allan at 2511010 or 253-3488.
Halenbeck Hall. Summer rate-$250, 251-6005.
fall-$480. Gall Glen, 251-0029. If no
TWO-BDRM. APT. FOR RENT
RAVINE APTS.
answer, leave message.
near SCSU. Fall only. Call Matt at
Fall 1997. 253-7116.
253-5787, mornings.
li':~=~~~~='11.
ROOMMATE NEEDED
~
ii
TWO-BDRM. APTS.
to share three-bdrm. house
w/two mature students on One block from campus. Newly
east side. Utilities pd., free remodeled, large bedrooms. 253laundry. $240/mo. 202· 1154, Select Properties.
9598,
~ processing me.ii for
TWO-BDRM.
ifl :, national corr.pany! Free ,!
in 4-plex by Halenbeck Hall.
ROOMS FOR MALE
suppliss. post~ge: No
SummerMall. Call251-8941.
STUDENTS.
selling! Bonuses! Slart
Summer rates $99/month.
TWO ROOMS AVAILABLE
M imm,diatoly! Genuine
Also seven rooms available
for fall. All utilities paid. Four in four-bdrm. apts. Localed across
~ oppc~lln1t1! RusiS.A.S.E.:
blks. to SCSU. Call 251· from Halenbeck Hall. Female, rent
~
V H C, SUITE 174
$199, spring quarter,' heat paid,
5246 after 4 p.m.
H 1861. NaFEDElli\L JilJY
whirlpool, deposit $250. Call 240SEVEN-BDRM. HOUSE.
0234.
Available summer, $99 per
WINDSOR WEST.
person. Fall, $229 per
person. All utilities included. One Four-bdrm. units and bi-levels. Two
M&M SUITES.
One room efficiencies available for block from campus. 253-1154, full baths. Dishwashers, micros,
security. Heat paid. Results, 253summer and fall. A/C, utilities and Select Properties.
0910.
expanded ·cable included. Mature,
SINGLES.
quiet clientele. 259-9434.
WOMEN'S ROOMS FOR RENT
M/F, available immediately. $169 per
month. Select Properties, 253-1154. summer only. Across from campus
METROVIEW APTS.,
on 5th Ave. Hardwood floors,
two and three-bdrms., close to
washer, dryer, free parking, well
SOUTHVIEW APTS.,
SCSU, decks, dishwashera. Heat
paid, A/C, security, garages, micros. ·two large bdrms., close to SCSU, kept. Call Tony at 202·9686.
Riverside Property, 251-8284, 251· cheap summer and fall rates.
Riveraide Property, 251-8284, 251,9418.
9418.
Attention
NORTH CAMPUS.
SPLIT LEVEL FOUR-BDRM.
Three-four-bdrms. with decks, close
ATTENTION ALL STUDENTS!!!
to campus. Garages, security, townhouse. Summer and fall. Three Grants, scholarahips, aid available
dishwashers, micros. Heat paid. blocks from campus. · 253-1154, from sponsors!!! No repayments,
Select Properties.
Results, 253-0910.
ever!!!$$$ Cash for college$$.$. For
info.: (800) 243-2435.
STATEVIEW.
OLYMPIC II.
Three-four-bdrms. near Hockey Four-bdrm. units ·on campus. Two

CINNAMON RIDGE APARTMENTS
Tun

Center. Four-bdrm. split units with
two full baths. Dishwashers, micros,
security, garages and ports. Heat
paid. ~esults; 253-0910,

II !Al II ~

fru ID @ID
IAJIIIAJll@l:J[ll3@rl

1311 Sixth Ave. S.
2 - 3 - 4 bedroom apartments available

All units include:
• Off.street parking
• Phone & TV jacks
• Localion on bus line
• On-site caretaker
• Paid heat and water

• Mini-blinds
• Air conditioning
• Carpeting
• Dishwasher
• Microwaves

S1ngk Summc1 1cnt.1h Sl00

APARTMENT
FINDERS

12 month leases for four bedroom apartments

_259-4040

PILLAR PROPERTY MANAGEMENT
259-4259

$185 per month
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SUMMER
RENTALS
4 BEDROOM APARTMENTS
Classic 500, River Rid2e

Bridgeview South ano
Bridgeview West

$95

tiofro~ 150

with all the
amenities
you expect.
PILLAR PROPERTY MANAGEMENT
259-4259
TOM'S BARBERSHOP.
Two barbers, a/I cuts, walk-ins. 251 7270, 9 Wilson SE. Special on
, Weds. for ROTC and Guard
EUROPE $229
Headquarters and al! other students,
within
USA
$79-$129. $5. All other weekdays, $6.
Car!bb./Mexico $229 r/t. Cheap
fares
worldwide!!
WANTED:
http://www.airhitch.org. AIRHITCH, Futon or daybed. Will pay
(800) 326-2009.
reasonable. amount. Call Muriah at
202-8722.
FOR MY MOM.
Name a star for Mom. Just $33.
WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHY.
Registry.- Sp~cializing in candids before,
during _
and after the ceremony.
Professional and courteous, will
FUND RAISERwork with you to determine a
Motivated groups needed to earn shooting schedule that will fit into
$500+ promoting AT&T, Discover, your wedding day plans. Very
gas and retail cards. Plan now for reasonable packages. For more
the next semester to get priority for information, call 654-8501.
the best dates. Call Gina at (800)
592-2121 ext. 110. Free CD to
WHAT IF l'M PREGNANT!?
qualified callers.
For belp and hope, call: St Cloud
Crisis Pregnancy Center. 24 hr.
GOV'T FORECLOSED HOMES
hotline. 253-1962. 400 East St.
from pennies on $1. Delinquent tax, Germain St., Suite 205, St. Cloud.
repo's, reo's. Your area. Toll free
(800) 218-9000 Ext. H-3883 for
current listings.
Employment

~~i~~:fk-~f~~al

LOST:
Diamond ring. White-gold band.
Reward!! Call 240-0969.
RESUMES/COVER LETTERS.
Professional. 240-2355.
SEIZED CARS FROM $175.
Porsches, Cadillacs, Che~s,
BMWs, Corvettes. Also Jeeps,
4WD's. Your area. Toll free (800)
218-9000 Ext. A-3883 for current
listings.
SKYDIVING CLUB:
The weather's nice, lets go
skydiving! Information meeting
Tuesday, April 29th, 5-6 p.m. in
South Glacier Room (Atwood). For
IT19re information call Miguel, 2406906.

$1,000'S POSSIBLE
reading books. Part time. At home.
Toll 1ree, (800) 218-9000 ext. R3883 19r listings.
$1,000'S POSSIBLE
typing. Part time. At home. Toll free
(800) 218-9000 Ext. T-3883 for
listings.
$1500 WEEKLY
potential mailing our circulars. For
info., call (301) 429-1 326.
ALASKA EMPLOYMENT.
Earn to $3000-$6000+/mo. in
fisheries, parks, resorts. Airfare!
Food/lodging! Get all the options.
Call (919) 918-7767, ext. A199.
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Friday, April 25, 1997.

COLLEGE STUDENTS!
Summer airline positions. Excellent
pay/benefrts. Call today for more
infonnalion. (504) 429-9229 ext.
53 11 A16.
·

worked in culturally diverse
environments. EOE-drug/alcohol
screen. Smoke-free environment.
- ~ - - - - - - - - WOULD YOU LIKE TO WORK
SUMMER JOBS!!
outdoors this summer? Gain
Summer jobs!! New England experience working hands-on wITh
summer sports camp! Over 50 kids? Camp Birchwood, a small
positions available! Call Camp northern Minnesotcf children's camp,
Winadu at (800) 494-6238.
seeks students to work as camp
counselors. Persons with skills in
horseback riding, sailing, water
skiing, tennis, gott and food service
are especi~lly encouraged to apply.
For an application and interview, call
654-0865.

CRUISE SHIPS HIRING.
Earn to $2000+/mo. plus free world
travel (Eur6pe, Caribbean, etc.). No
exp. necessary. Roorrv'board. Ring
(9 19) 918-7767, ext. C199,
DRIVING INSTRUCTOR
positions available. Will train, flexible
. hours, must be at least 21. Call
CMDA at 255-9667.

For Sale

FINANCE COMPANY
has opening in the credit
department. Full-time and part-time
positions available with flexible
hours to meet your school or
·summer schedule. Apply at
Preferred Credit, Inc., Norwest
Center, 400 1st St. S, Suite 285A,
St. Cloud.

1991 FORD PROBE.
:~~2\!:'.t condition. Asking

Personals
CHRIST ANO SATAN
are REAL! You will become the
crowd you're with. Choose your
friends ~refu!ly! Don't be fooled by
worldly lies. Then you will know the
truth and the truth will set you free.

HELP WANTED.
Men/women earn $480 weekly
assembling circuit boards/electronic
components at home. Experience
unnecessary, will train. Immediate
openings your local area. Call (520)
680-7891 ext. C200.
KCLD'S MUSIC IN MOTION
is looking for exciting, outgoing
people who are up to the challenge
of having fun. We are the areas
most professional and fun mobile
D.J .. service and we would like your
talents and enthusiasm. We wlll
teach you how to become one of the
best in the business. Call Derek at
252-4000.

NANNIES!
Call the ELITE nanny service.
ExcITing posITions nation-wide! No
fee. Top salaries. One year
~);;:~~~'.3"nies Plus. Sandy,
NATIONAL PARK EMPLOYMENT.
Want to work in America's national
parks, forests and wildme preserves
with excellent benefits and
bonuses?
(Seasonal/summer)
learn how from Outdoor Information
Seivices. Call: (206) 971-3624 ext.
N56816.

WANTED:
Summer camp staff. Be outdoors
and . learn new skills, gain
expenence working with .children
while earning money. Coed youth
camp. 30 min. SW of Metro. Seeks
20 energetic, responsible adults.
Co~nselors, cooks,
grounds
maintenance and janitorial. Training,
salary, housing and meals. 12 full
weeks of employment. Men

JESUS AND SATAN
are pretend. Good Christian men
are supposed to cut their balls off for
Jesus, and avoid sex with others
(Matt. 19:12-22) (Gal. 5: 12). If
infinite _torture. in infinite, burning,
screaming hell Is perfectly right, then
there is nothing left to be wrong, and
all is pem,itted. The Jesus story is
an example of cult suicide. The
Apocalypse is about cult suicide.
The truth will set you free from
religion. Those who threaten others
with infinite torture are terrorists.
Dare to question! Atheism is true.

UNIVERSITY VII:;LAGE

TOWNHOMES
1812 16th St. S.E. 252-2633

NATIONAL PARKS HIRING.
Plus forests, beach resorts,
ranches, raftin~ companies. Up to
$12/hour. Nation-wide openings.
Call (9 19) 918-7767 ext.R199.
PART-TIME SALES/MARKETING
positions available immediately.
Flex. days/hours. $10-$20 an hour.
Call Susan at (612) 829-0974 or
(888) 654-34 14.
RIVERBOAT CREW.
Come
aboard
Mississippi
Riverboats this summer! Boat, office
and photo crew needed for
passenger vessels in St. Paul &
Mpls. Seasonal positions available
Apr. through Oct., variety of hours.
Start $6.50/hr. Padelford Packet
Boat Co., Harriet Island, St. Paul,
MN 55107. 227-1100 or (800) 5433908.

lver Get APol Smashed!

ST. CLOUD HOSPITAL
has a variety of part-time positions
that may work with your school
schedule. For a great work
experience and more information,
• view our lob posting in the Student
Employment Office in the
Administration Bldg. #101. Unit
support
and
housekeeping
(cleaning), health unit coordinator
(clerical),
dining
assistant
(cashiering/stocking), patient care
extender 1 (ETC admissions),
patient care assistants (CNA),
behavioral observation assistants,
medical records, mail clerk and
transportation escort. We seek
responsible individuals who have

Premiere Student Housing
c-+ Heated Swimming Pool
c-+ FREE Parking/Outlets
·e-t Sand Volleyball Court
c-+ Heat and Water Paid
c-+ Phone/Cable Each Bedroom
c-+ Ceiling Fans In Every Bedroom
c-+ Keyed Bedroom Locks
c-+ Microwaves/Dishwashers

c-+ Air Conditioning
c-+ Large Storage Room
c-+Frost-freeRefrigerators
c-+ Laundry Facilities
c-+ Vending Machines
c-+ Campus Clipper & Metro Bus
c-+lndividual Leases
c-+ Pleasant, Quiet Atmosphere

Call 252 2633

